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Senate-modified liquor tax bill
sent to representatives for okay

•
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TOPSIDERS — Murray Fire Department answered a house fire call Friday afternoon at 309 S. Third St.
Smoke was pouring from the house when the trucks arrived. These two firemen attempted to halt the fire's
advance into the upstairs of the house. The fire caused an undetermined amount of damage to the structure.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
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FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The
Kentucky Senate has sent the
Kuse a modified liquor-tax bill,
aftended to remove the repeal of
the state's fair-trade law.
The House must approve the
amendment before the bill, expected to generate about $35
million a year in additional state
revenue, goes to Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
The measure, considerably
modified since Brown originally
proposed it, is one of the major
revenue items the General
Assembly must resolve before its
adjournment next week.
The legislature is scheduled to
adjourn Wednesday, but will
return next month to consider
overriding any vetoes by Brown.
Both Senate President Pro Tern
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove, and
House Majority Leader Jim
LeMaster, D-Paris, said Friday
that they expect the assembly to
finish its business by Wednesday
as planned.
The Senate also passed bills
dealing with the jail system Fri-

-Committee evaluates deficit proposals
By John Salerno
The budget committee of the
Murray State University Board of
Regents and President Constantine Curris met Friday to evaluate
current proposals which are aimed at eliminating a projected $1.5
million deficit in fiscal year 1982IL
According to the administration's preliminary budget deficit
picture, the entire cut is recurring, which means the board is faced with the task of permanently
chopping the amount from the
school's budget.
The largest portion of the deficit
is the $962,500 cut mandated by
Gov. John Y. Bnown last August.
The remainder is composed of a
$140,541 carryover deficit from
last year, and a projected $400,000
premium increase in the school's
employee insurance program.
To eliminate the large reduction
in state appropriation, the committee first reviewed the final
report of the task force on budget
review. The task force — made up
of faculty and staff selected by
Curris at the board's direction last
year — submitted its final recommendations to the president on
March 6.
The first part of the report is

divided by priority into two
groups, both aimed at eliminating
the $962,500 cut by reducing expenditures or raising revenues.
Curris told the committee he approves of both sections of the
report, but needs to find out if the
cost-saving measures are feasible
and the potential impact on each
department slated for cuts.
"I would like to come back (to
the board) with full recommendations on Group land Group H," he
said, but added that he wants
-feedback" from each department first. He said responses to
the plan "are coming in and I'm
filing them." Curris said he plans
to evaluate the feedback and
make recommendations to the
board before the end of the fiscal
year.
The biggest cut recommended
by the task force is a $236,000
reduction in state appropriations
for the intercollegiate athletic program, limiting yearly sports expenditures to $500,000.
Another major proposal would
generate $190,000 by reducing
operating accounts in selected
areas, excluding non discretionary accounts, equipment repair and library acquisitions. But budget committee

chairman Bill Carneal,
Owensboro, stated there are "no
sacred cows" in the painful
budget cutting process.
"I don't see why library acquisitions and other areas might not
have to take the cut just like
everybody else," he said. "The
easiest thing in the world to do is
keep everything you'd like to. But
we can't do that."
Despite being faced with the
large deficit, Carneal proposed to
tack on an additional $85,000 to
raise faculty salaries from the
proposed 6.5 percent to 7 percent.
He said other state schools are requesting the same increase and
the board "should at least do as
well as (other schools) and better
if we can. We have to recognize
the efforts of the faculty."
In response, Curris stated,
"What I understand. . is that we
do everything to raise salaries 7
percent. And that's what we're going to try and do."
Another area of faculty compensation in the deficit is the $400,000
increase on the premium of Murray State's employee policy with
Travelers Insurance Co. Budget
director Don Chamberlain said
the hike is added on to the $630,000
yearly fee the school already

day, and the House approved
measures to raise minimums for
auto liability coverage and require public agencies to buy
American products.
The liquor tax bill sent to the
Senate by its Appropriations and
Revenue Committee would have
repealed the fair-trade law that
sets minimum wholesale and
retail liquor prices.
The senators removed the provision over the objections of the
committee chairman, Sen.
Michael R. Moloney,D-Lexington.
Moloney said the tax increase
would mean higher consumer
prices, and repealing the fairtrade law would let retailers to
lower prices to compete with
border states.
The Senate also removed an
edge the beer industry would have
had, amending the bill to impose a
9 percent wholesale tax on all
alcoholic beverages rather than 10
percent on liquor and wine and 8
percent on beer.
The Senate unanimously approved two measures on the jail
system. One would abolish the fee
system that pays jailers for care
of prisoners, replacing it with a
set state appropriation for each
county fiscal court.
"I don't think it's any secret
that many jailers hold prisoners
just to collect fees," said Sen. Ed
Ford,D-Cynthiana,the sponsor.
The companion measure would
set up a bonding authority for construction or renovation of jails.
Other tax and fee measures succeeded in the Senate, including a
bill to give $100 tax credits to companies or individuals hiring
unemployed persons. The bill goes
to the House for action on a Senate
amendment.

pays. He attributed the 60 percent
hike to "a terrible year on
claims." The university has had
the Travelers policy for one year.
Regent Jerry Woodall, Lexington, said the school cannot afford both a salary hike and insurance costs, and proposed
salaries be raised 6.5 percent. But
regent Steve West, Murray, opposed the idea, stating "faculty
purchasing power has decreased
28 percent since 1973."
Carneal said the insurance committee, of which he is a member,
wooki address the problem in a
meeting sceduled for this morning
and that "maybe we should look at
a different arrangement."
Woodall also stated that since
most of Murray State's funds go to
It's a day Ann Wilson has been
personnel, the most effective way looking to for a long time.
to cut costs is to reduce the
The offices of circuit and
amount of employees by about 10 district court clerks will move to
percent.
the Robert 0. Miller Courthouse
He stressed the immediacy of Annex (formerly the Murray post
the budget situation, and stated if office) this weekend.
the school tries to postpone cuts
Wilson said the offices will be
from year to year "it's gonpa
open Monday, closed Tuesday and
catch up to you later, and well reopened WednAly for business.
wind up like the federal governAlso, Clerk,
in Harris said
ment."
his office will move to the second
West said personnel elimina- floor, occupying all space except
tions should be gradual because of the northeast office. He added the
(Continued On Page 2)
move should be complete in

Court clerks offices relocate;
Harris to move in courthouse

Despite crippled communications,astronauts continue flight
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— Columbia's astronauts pressed
ahead toward a full seven-day
mission today despite a crippled
communications system. Even if
all radio channels were lost, a
flight director said they could
figure out how to get home with
their hand-held computers.
Return to Earth was set for
Monday, but weather at the New
Mexico runway could force them
home a day early or as much as
three days late.
Astronauts Jack R. Lousma and
C. Gordon Fullerton were treated
to a tape recording of all of their
family members shortly after
waking up this morning.
"God bless you, we love you and

clear tonight
Mostly sunny and Sunday.
Clear tonight. Warmer
temperatures Sunday. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 20s.
Highs Sunday in the low 50s.
West winds 5 to 10 mph. Light
winds tonight and sunday.
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have a nice day," said Lousma's
wife, Gratia after his three
children sent him short messages
of greeting. Even Lousma's 11
/
2year-old son Joseph piped up with
some cooing and mooing, the latter in imitation of a cow.

that failed in the direction of shipto-Earth. They finally gave up and
decided to go with the one remaining prime channel and three
backup links, one UHF, two FM.
All Earth-to-ship channels were
functioning normally.
S-band systems, so named
"Good morning, Gordo, we love
because
they operate on channels
you," said Fullerton's wife Marie,
who followed their children An- in the band of radio frequencies
drew and Molly Marie on the tape known as the S-band, are the
played by Mission Control in crew's primary means of voice
communications with the ground.
Houston.
Eugene Kranz, deputy chief of
-That was a good idea and all
flight
operations at Johnson Space
signals came over loud and
clear," Lousma told ground con- Center in Houston, sought to
minimize the situation, reporting
trollers after the tape was played.
no communications lost. "We
Mission Control specialists have full capability," he said.
struggled through the day Friday
Astronauts Jack R. Lousma and
to restore three of four primary S- C. Gordon Fullerton were more
band communications channels concerned about the weather at

the White Sane* Missile Range
where they are to land at 12:27
p.m. MST Monday. They looked
down at the cloud-covered
Southwest and asked twice about
the weather.
Mission Control told them
gusting winds at their Northrup
Strip landing site would abate and
conditions would be acceptable by
Monday.
But at White Sands, a forecaster
said a new storm could arrive late
Monday morning, and NASA's Al
Paczynski said mission managers
were considering moving the landing up by one orbit — 90 minutes
— to avoid problems with prevailing afternoon winds.
If the forecast changed, Kranz
said,"We could come in a day early, we could come in a day late."

Actually, flight director Harold
Draughon reported, there is
enough fuel and power aboard to
stay up an extra three days, if
necessary. "But I think we'll land
on Monday," he said.
And Draughon said: "If they
lost all communications, they
could use their hand computers to
come in."
He said that would be difficult,
but possible, if the pilots have
entered the latest information
relayed by the control center on
position, speed and orbital location. They could then calculate
precisely when to fire their deorbit engines and to perform other
reentry maneuvers.
It might not be a pinpoint landing, he said, "but they could
make it."

Hubbard to discuss key issues from crime report
Kentucky First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard will
address key issues raised by the
recently released report of the
U.S. Attorney General's Task
Force on Violent Crime in an appearance at Murray State University on Friday evening, April 2.
His presentation at 7 p.m. in the
Barkley Lecture Room of the
University Center is part of an annual program on the campus
which focuses on some aspects of
crime and its control.
Co-sponsors are the Criminal
Justice Division in the Department of Political Science and
Legal Studies and the campus
chapter of lambda Alpha Epsilon,
I national criminal justice
plIMICia lion.

John H. Faughn, acting director
of the Criminal Justice Division,
said the program is designed to
provide a forum in which
students, faculty and the general
public may hear discussion and
become better informed on current issues in criminal justice.
He said Hubbard, a Mayfield
Democrat who is serving his
fourth term in the U.S. House of
Representatives from the 3Y:county district, will speak about 45
minutes and then be involved with
a question-and-answer exchange
with the audience.
Because the control of crime is
one of the major problems confronting all levels of government
today, Faughn said he expects a
large turnout of law enforcement

putbonnel, community leaders,
students and interested citizens
for the program.
Former U.S. Attorney General
Griffin Bell and Illinois Gov.
James R. Thompson served as cochairmen of the task force appointed in 1981 by the Reagan Administration to study violent
crime and make recommendations to the U. S. attorney general.
Its report containing 64 recommendations was released in
August 1981, and caused immediate controversy, particularly
among law makers, civil libertarians, gun lobbyists, prosecutors and police.
Some of the recommendations
such as those concerning greater
protection for federal officials, aid
to crime victims and increased

narcotics enforcement caused
litte stir.
However, others touched off immediate arguments. They included: impositions of tighter gun
restrictions; relaxation in some
instances of rules on admissibility
of evidence; allowance of the verdict of guilty but insane; abolition
of parole; and expenditures of
funds for more personnel.
The task force dealt only with
the federal government's role —
and less than 10 percent of violent
crime involves federal offenses.
However, federal legislation sets
a model which states often follow,
and the issues raised in some of
the recommendations are currently being considered in many
states, including Kentucky.
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The body approved and sent to
the governor a House-passed bill
to require car owners to pay their
property taxes when they register
their vehicles.
Also approved was a Brownbacked measure to increase fees
for state services, such as those
for district and circuit court
cases, examination of financial institutions and surface-mining permits.
The Senate passed another
House bill that would let the state
highway commissioner decide
what commercial logotypes to
erect along interstate highways. It
would permit commercial signs
adjacent to the present blue signs
saying whether there is food, lodging or gas at interchanges.
Two pay-raise bills passed in the
Senate, one for a 5 percent a year
"cost of living" raise for all state
employees, and one to raise
salaries of the governor and other
constitutional officers from
$50,000 to $60,000, beginning in
1985.
The Senate also voted to make
commercial projects ineligible for
financing with industrial revenue
bonds. Commercial projects such
as supermarkets and department
stores currently are eligible, and
local merchants have said that
puts them at a competitive disadvantage.
The House passed a Senate bill
to raise required auto liability
coverage from $10,000 to $25,000
for bodily injury and $5,000 to
$10,000 for damages.
Rep. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles,
said the increase would mean
higher premiums at a time when
many policy holders are hardpressed to pay current rates.
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November.
Harris said the second floor will
not have any major renovation except for some partitions in the
courtroom. Motor registration
will be located on the east side of
the building, because of the bigger
staircase, he added.
The sheriff's office will move into the clerk's office while the property valuation administrator's
office will move into the sheriff's
office.
The proposed courthouse
elevator would occupy space
where the property valuation adminstrator's office now is located.

Turner prepared
for trip to China
Armed with a scientific paper
which she will present in a major
Chinese city, Nadine Turner,
director of nursing at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, will
leave Sunday for a three-week
visit to the People's Republic of
China as a member of a 32member American health care
and nursing education delegation.
Turner's paper is entitled "The
Role of the Rural Hospital in Contemporary Clinical Education."
Thirty-minutes in length, it will be
presented before members of the
Chinese Nursing Society in one of
the six Chinese cities the delegation is scheduled to visit — Peking, Rian (Sian), Hangzhow
( Hangchow ), Guangzhou ( Canton),Shanghai and Hong Kong.
Following a day-and-a-half
briefing in Seattle, Wash., the
delegation will fly to Tokyo,
Japan, before going on to Peking,
arriving there April 1 for a fiveday stay.
While in Peking, she has been
informed, the delegation will be
guests in the Summer Palace,
which once was home for the
Chinese emperors and which has
been refurbished in early Chinese
motif. The group will be the first
westeners to be housed there.
The group's final stop will be in
Hong Kong, from which it will
depart for the United States on
April 20.
A native of Madisonville,
Turner has been director of nursing at the Murray hospital for the
past 18 years. She and her husband, Tom, a retired assistant
engineer at the hospital, live at 106
N. 12th St.
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Festival begins Handicap Week
(Editor's Note — This is the last
of a series of articles about the
local center for handicapped
adults. Stories are being written
by Murray State University
Students who are assisting the
center with its fund drive.)
By Laura De Fore
and
Laura McAlister
Local and regional artists are
selling their works today and Sunday in an Arts and Crafts Festival
at the old Freight Depot in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The Festival which is from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. both days begins
Mentally Handicapped Adults
Week, a fundraising effort by the
Center for Mentally Handicapped
Adults. The fundraising week con-

tinues through April 3.
Mentally Handicapped Adults
Week is an attempt by the center
to combat cuts in its federal funding.
The center may be forced to
close unless it raises $10,000 during the week, according to Molly
Booth, the Center's fundraising
chairman.
The center, which serves the
Murray-Calloway County area,
provides educational, social and
recreational activities for mentally retarded adults.
"There's not another festival
like this in Murray," Booth said,
"and we wanted to establish this,
not only to benefit the center, but
also to serve the area."
Prints, original works,

caricatures, and custom made
picture frames are among the
works being made by artists for
sale in the Festival.
Local merchants also are selling home gifts and accessories.
One booth will feature toys,
wooden crafts, placemats,
baskets, rugs and pillows made by
students at the Center.
Booth said local officials and
community volunteers have
agreed to man a dunking tank at
the festival. The dunking machine
is donated by the Marshall County
Jaycees.
A Murray State University
horsemanship program for the
handicapped is sponsoring pony
rides for children on Saturday.
Employees of Fantastic Sam's

MSU wins for third straight year

Forensics title streak continues
Murray State University continued its three-year streak of national championships by winning
two titles at the annual conference
of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha national forensics honorary
society in Lubbock,Texas.
Tim Butterbaugh, Wickliffe
senior, and Jennifer Vaughn,
Golconda, Ill., senior, teamed for
the national championship in duo
interpretation with their performance of selections from
Harold Pinter's "Betrayal."
Jeff Turley, Cadiz sophomore,
won the championship plaque in
congressional debate in recognition of his speaking ability and use
of parliamentary procedure.
Calling attention to other
honors, Robert Valentine, forensics director at Murray State, said
other Murray State students earned high recognition too.
Sharon Friedman, Lakewood,
Calif., senior, was named reserve
champion in rhetorical criticism
— an event she won in 1981. She
was also the third-place speaker
in expository speaking.
In other competition, Yvette
Payne, Joppa, Ill., senior, and
Mary Morris, Murray sophomore,
were both finalists in oratory,
ranking them among the top six in
the nation.
"Yvette has been Ohio Valley

Conference champion and Kentucky state intercollegiate champion," Valentine said, "and this is
a fitting conclusion to a brilliant
college career. We have no doubt
that Mary will pick right up next
year where Yvette left off."
In prose interpretation, Butterbaugh and Brad Willard, Benton,
Ill., junior,finished third and sixth
respectively, while Willard teamed with Kim Reed, Paris, Tenn.,
sophomore, for seventh place
honors in duo interpretation.
Vaughn also reached the
semifinal competition in poetry interpretation and finished ninth.
She was also ninth in expository
speaking.
In rankings based on
preirminary competitiona,
Merilee Hughs, Benton, Ill.,
junior, was tied for 14th in
dramatic interpretation, while
Willard and Mike Hardin,
Russellville freshman, tied for
15th in the event. Turley tied for
13th in after dinner speaking.
The group was accompanied by
Valentine and Kim Holland, assistant director of forensics, who,according to Valentine, "has really
been a catalyst for this team in a
very tough competition year."
He also praised former assistant director Linda Begley, who
left in January to become director

of the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre. Valentine
said she deserves much of the
credit for the team's successes In
duo, prose and poetry.
Much of the reminder of the
year, according to Ms. Holland,
will be spent in collecting
materials for public performance
on campus such as programs for
radio, television and stage/classroom performance.
"It would be a real shame to
have this kind of national awardwinning talent and not give it full
exposure on the campus," she
said.
Several of the team members
will also serve as instructors for
the 1982 Summer Speech Institute
on the Murray State campus July
25-31.
And what about next year?
Valentine is, as usual, optimistic.
He said:
"For us, 1981 was supposed to be
a character building year and we
won two national championships.
1982 was supposed to be too tough
for us and we won two more.
We've got terrific sophomores and
freshmen and a couple outstanding juniors, and, while it will be
hard to replace Butterbaugh,
Payne, Vaughn and Friedman,
these are the people to do it."

will give haircuts from 1-4 p.m.
Sunday. The cost is $2 for children
and $5 for adults. All proceeds
from the haircuts will go to the
center.
Musical entertainment and concessions will be provided.
Mentally Handicapped Adults
Week marks the first major fundraising effort by the Center, and
Booth said the Center plans to
make the Arts and Crafts Festival
part of an annual fundraising attempt.
"Something like an arts and
crafts festival has to build from
year to year. We've got a good
start and we expect it to grow."
"The Center has tried to create
fundraising events which offer
people something in return for
their money," Booth said.
Booths are still available in the
festival. Rental fees are $25 for
two days and $15 for one day.
Those interested should call Booth
at 753-4057.
Additionally, proceeds from the
Walt Disney film, "The Ugly
Dachshund," will be donated to
the Center. The film, which is
sponsored by the Coca-Cola Company and Druther's Restaurant, is
April 3 in the Murray State
University Center Theatre.
The companies are also providing concessions.
Showings are: 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.; 1:30-3 p.m.; 4-5:30 p.m.;
and 7-8:30 p.m.
Admission to the film is $1.50.
An escort service is available for
children if parents wish to drop
them off at the door of the University Center, Booth said.
Throughout the week,community volunteers and groups from
Murray and Calloway County high
schools will be selling cash tickets
which are redeemable for Imperial Burgers at Druther's
Restaurant. Druther's is donating
a percentage of the ticket sales to
the Center.
Students from the Center will be
among those collecting funds in
the downtown offices of the Bank
of Murray and Peoples Bank during the week.
"Contributors who give more
than $1 will be awarded a red lapel
ribbon and,will be designated on a
roster at the Center as `Friends of
the Mentally Handicapped,"
Booth said.
Collection cans are also being
placed in stores and restaurants,
she said.
Donations may be sent to Keith
Bays, Board Chairman, Murray
Work Activity Program, 704 Main
St. Checks should be payable to
the Adult Activities Class.

TO PERFORM — Mickey Hutson of Hazel (left) along with
(from left) Bill Phillips, David Eberle and Charlene Butwell, all
of Murray,rehearse a scene for The Sea Gull by Anton Chekhov,
which will be presented by the MSU Theatre on April 1-3. Reservations may be made by calling 767-6797.

'Sea Gull'cost picked,
four locals included
Three Murray residents - Bill
Phillips, David A. Eberle and
Charlene Butwell - and Mickey
Hutson of Hazel, have been chosen
as cast members for the MSU
Theatre production of The Sea
Gull by Anton Chekhov. This play
will be presented in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre on April 1-3 at 8
p.m. Admission to this production
will be $3.00 or by season ticket.
Mark Malinauskas, director,
said "The Sea Gull is a play that
deals with the functions of a
creative artist," He added that the
play is "warm and generous
towards characters." The result,
according to Malinauskas, "is a
penetrating study of man."
The Sea Gull is the final
mainstage production for the MSU
Theatre's Season of International

Theatre. According to James I.
Schempp, coordinator of public
relations at the theatre, this play
is one of the most significant Russian plays. "Chekhov is universally recognized as one of the best
Russian playwrights, if not the
greatest," Schempp said. "I think
our patrons will find this is a great
opportunity to see great theatre
and great literature at the same
time,"Schempp added.
A special feature of this production will be the dedication of the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre on Friday evening, prior to the show. At
8 p.m., dedicatory ceremonies will
be held, followed at 8:15 by the
performance. The box office of the
Johnson Theatre will be open from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily. Phone 7676797.

Budget committee..•
(Continued From Page 1)
careers involved and the value of
faculty dollars to e community's
economy. However, he agreed the
problem must be dealt with, and
that the academic council is currently studying the possibility of
recommending elimination of up

Curris said a number of those will
have to be eliminated to offset the
recurring cut.
At the conclusion of the
meeting, Curris said he felt the
committee wanted his recommendations to serve a dual purpose.
On the one hand, he said the
regents wanted him to "face up to
the fact most money goes to personnel, and deal with it," while
"trying to be as human as possible.
"What I presume I'll probably
do," he said, "unless I get more
rell, retired chairman of the specific instructions, is come
Department of Music, who will somewhere in between" the two
extremes.
present "R.E. Remembered."
The board of regents was
Students from the past will include: Elaine Hamby-Armstrong, scheduled to discuss more
Madison, Wis., class of '72; David budgetary matters today at its
S. S. Davis, Murray, class of '82; regular meeting, scheduled to
Barbara Fulton Russo, Sea Girt, have begun at 10 a.m. in Wells
N.J., class of '72; Bobby D. Dodd, Hall.
New York City, class of '70; Jana Jones Guido, Greensboro, N.C.,
class of '78; and Charles E. Hall,
New York City, class of '73.
Johnson's students referred to
him as R.E. — and the coveted
University Theatre awards for the
best actor and actress and best
Kentucky State Police arrested
supporting actor and actress each Billy W. Jackson, 19, Mayfield,
spring became known as the R.E. Saturday following a lengthy highAwards in 1979.
speed chase through Graves CounBecause of his work with sum- ty into Calloway County, acmer productions, Johnson was cording to a KSP spokesman.
also well known in the area. He
Trooper Roger Gay arrested
directed a summer show each Jackson about 10 miles north of
year from 1967 through 1980, in- Murray on Highway 1124 at 2 a.m.
cluding "Twilight Cabaret" the after a long pursuit.
last seven summers.
Jackson waiS charged with drivA native of Springfield, Ohio, ing under the influence, speeding
Johnson earned baccalaureate and attempting to elude arrest. He
and master's degrees at Ohio is lodged in Graves County Jail.
State University and did doctoral
work at Indiana University where
he also served on the faculty.
The Murray Ledger & Times
to 10 programs.
Meanwhile, Curris said the
$140,541 portion of the deficit retained from 1981 can be offset with
money saved from the $200,000
saved by freezing unfilled positions last year. A total of 23 positions currently are frozen, and

Friday's theatre ceremony
honors namesake Johnson
Dedication of the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre at Murray State
University on Friday evening,
April 2, will be a time for
remembering and recognizing
contributions he made in more
than 22 years as a faculty
member.
Ceremonies honoring the
memory of Johnson, who died
Dec. 21, 1980, will begin at 8 p.m.
on the ground floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center in the
theatre he designed and which
opened in December, 1971, to bring one of his longtime dreams to
reality.
An associate professor in the
Department of Speech and
Theatre, Johnson served as director of theatre and chairman of
theatre arts from 1958 to 1976. He
directed approximately 75 productions at Murray State and served
also as producer and designer of
many of the earlier shows.
The dedication of the theatre is
open to the public. Tickets for an
8:15 p.m. performance of "The
Sea Gull" by Anton Chekhov are
available at the theatre box office.
A highlight of the dedication
program will be "Student Voices
from the Past," recordings of
some of Johnson's former
students who have been successful
as actors, directors and
educators.
In addition, the dedication will
be the occasion for the first
presentation of the recently
established Robert E. Johnson
Memorial Theatre Scholarship by
his widow,Shirley T. Johnson.
Also on the program will be Dr.
Constantine W. CUrris, university
president, and Richard W. Far-

-

-

High-speed chose
ends with arrest

Rape at MSU
not confirmed
A Murray State University
Security spokesman refused to
confirm an alleged rape occuring
on campus Friday night.
No details of the investigation
have been released. Security
director Joe Green is to issue a
formal statement Monday.
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How each Haig
behaves himself
Alexander M. Haig Jr. is a complex man and occasionally something of an enigma. The four-star
general Haig always talks a tough anti-communist
line but Secretary of State Haig often behaves like a
seasoned diplomat.
There was a recent news story attributed to "a
senior administration official" that had the
hallmarks of the Haig style. The official was quoted
alsaying about El Salvador,"And I urge you not to
be overly mesmerized by a myopic preoccupation
with that problem right now." That sounds like
Haig talking.
The point of the story was that El Salvador cannot
be considered as a problem in isolation from
regional and even global influences. And that it
must be settled by some kind of negotiated agreement that involves all parties.
Precisely, and that was the point of Haig's recent
. awith Mexico's foreign minister, Jorge
,their second meeting in a week.
we're lucky, a process of negotiations is starting in the Caribbean and the dialogue will continue.
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Controlling guns
The village of Morton Grove, Ill., dealt with the
problem of gun control by going cold turkey. It banned ownership of handguns for everyone except
police and military personnel. The city of Kennesaw, Ga., on the other hand, has opted for the
"hot pistol" solution. Its city council has decreed
mandatory ownership of a firearm, with ammunition, for every household in the northwestern Atlanta suburb of 7,000 inhabitants.
Perhaps the Georgia community, as some of its
leaders have suggested, just wanted to distance
Itself from the turn-the-other-cheek philosophy of
the Illinois town. Or perhaps it was a reaction to the
doubling of the homicide tally for last year — from
one to two. Whatever,the city council obviously has
confidence in the cool headedness of its citizens. It
did make certain allowances, though. Physically
disabled persons, objectors on religious grounds
and convicted felons will not be forced to purchase
weapons. No house-to-house searches are contemplated, nor has any penalty for failure to arm
yet been decreed.
Whether this will revive the ancient custom of
high-noon shoot-outs in shopping center parking lots
remains to be seen. We do hope, however, that the
city fathers will take steps to warn door-to-door
salesmen, Girl Scout cookie vendors and wayward
strangers to knock on doors gently and keep both
hands clearly in view.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Bee)
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In economics, America is now sailing toward
terra incognita.
Economists face the charts that show diminishing
inflation Egid oil prices, rising deficits, unemployment, business failures and factory idleness, high
real interest rates and falling housing starts and
stock values, and they wonder where are we? According to traditional thinking,if there is a tradition
in economics, high deficit spending should create
high inflation. But this year trends are not matching up in predictable fashion. The hoped-for
economic recovery is being delayed and a new
recession may be waiting behind it. There have
been three recessions since 1975. Are we heading for
a depression?
Leonard Silk, an economics writer for The New
York Times, looks at the charts for the past decade
and says we are neither in a recession nor a depression. He says the long-term trend should be called
"the Great Repression." It is, according to Silk,"a
chronic state of under-employment and industrial
slack that has dogged the economy for the greater
part of the past decade, a condition brought on by
repressive actions of governments in the industrial
world tekope with inflation, energy shortages and
currency disorders."
By "repression" Silk specifically means the actions of the governments to stifle the conflicting
trends of inflation and stagnation that have hit the
economy in cycles since the Vietnam War and the
Arab oil embarago. Silk writes:
"The world appears to be suffering from the effort to cope with inflationary strains by periodic
bouts of tight money, which, when they induce
recession and climbing unemployment, give way to
bigger inflationary injections, which, in turn, seem
to have undermined productive power."
In other words our efforts to repress inflation
Moe Stagnation, and our efforts to stimulate a
economy provoke inflation. The vicious
leydmies long-term investment and growth.
st
Silk predicts that if the "repression" continues,
the government could absorb more than threefourths of all private savings and choke off investment and productivity.
He writes: "Thus, as the Onvellian year of 1984
approaches,stimulus has become repression."
He offers no alternative. It is easier for
economists to coin words than money.
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southern seen

by lorry mcgehee

Writer, Reagan support different defense budgets;
one prefers slogan,'Make field goals, not war'
People always profess to be shocked to learn there are universities with
athletic budgets — and professional
athletes with salaries — in excess of
five million dollars a year. No matter
how little they personally contribute
to these pots nor how many millions
of us flock to stadia, gymnasia, or
tele-media to spectate and speculate
on our contemporary gladiators,
there is widespread indignation
about the expense and nonredemptive value of intercollegiate
and professional athletics. Counterproposals for upgrading participatory sports and downgrading
spectator sports, and alternative
uses for the funds (assuming their
spenders would consent to giving
them for alternative uses), abound —
and rebound.
The South has to shoulder some of
the blame — or take some of the
praise, depending upon one's viewpoint — for this national commitment
to spectator sports. The South was a
prime mover in starting intercollegiate competition and in forming the NCAA, and the successes of
the Southeastern Conference have
set standards for the whole country.
It has been the home of baseball's
farm clubs, the winter home of the
major clubs, and the birth place of
baseball's stars for years, and the
pro rosters of basketball and football
bulge with so many ingested
southern players from the drafts it's
no wonder the beer companies seem
to be appropriate sponsors.
The sports-critic minority Op Juxtaposed to the sports-fan niajority
probably has some valid points to
make. All too often, however, they

use scattergun blasts where singleshots from carefully aimed rifles
would be more effective and less
messy. They are probably right to insist that the pressures to win lead
coaches to a philosophy of the end
justifying any means and lead
universities into hypocrisies of
double-standards for athletes in
academic performance. They are
probably right in wishing Americans
supported other causes — such as
education,feeding the hungry, or improving health care — as rigidly and
as sacrificially as we support our
favorite teams.
It occurs to me, however, that the
athletic critics may be — pardon the
expression — a little "off base" when
they attack the expense involved in
this international conglomerate that
has so many stockholders who expect
little or no return on their investment
(unless they are professional
gamblers).
The total expense for intercollegiate and professional athletics
in our country each year is only a
water-glass when contrasted to the
bucketsful of total expense for
peacetime defense. And if you contrasted it with a wartime military
budget, you would have to use an
eyedropper for the analogy.
There is little reason to believe that
dropping all collegiate and professional athletic budgets to zero would
mean instantaneous diversion of
those funds to better uses. On the
other hand, there is every reason to
believe that the modest amount
(when compared with the military
budget) spent on athletics each year

thoughts in season

is a far more effective deterrent to
warfare than the military budget
itself.
There is an assumption that only
the leaders of governments get countries into wars, and that we as
citizens only get into them because of
the ineptnesses of our leaders. During World War H, a strong isolationist segment of the country blamed FDR for getting us into war. While
the record shows that Roosevelt may
have felt morally that we had to
fight, it also shows that he did not
fight until Pearl Harbor forced the
American people to want to fight.
Similarly, the New England states
twice talked about seceding from the
Union, because sentiment there was
against American involvement in
both the War of 1812 and in the Mexican War,and one of the great ironies
of the Civil War was the use of New
England reasons by the South for
"departing in peace."
The truth of the matter is that people everywhere, including the
physically fit and aggressive
American people, enjoy a good fight.
Theologians who study Original Sin
agree with psychologists who study
inherent aggression and with
businessmen who thrive upon competition — combativeness is natural
to the human species.
When the knights in shining armor
no longer rode off to crusades, they
rode off to the nearest joust — with
far less expense and far less loss of
life. Where their supporters once had
to wait years to hear how they had
fought, they could now see the fights
take place. Before there was a
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By Ken Wolf
We have all heard the criticism
that the mass media tend to make
people into unthinking robots.
Whether or not this is true, here is a
concise statement of that argument
taken from C. Wright Mill, The
Power Elite, written in 1151:
The media tell the man In the

mass who he is — they give him
identity; they tell him what he
wants to be — they give him
aspirations; they tell him how
to get that way — they give him
technique; and they tell him
how to feel that he is that way
even when be is not — they give
him escape.
If this isn't true, think hard. When
was the last time something on
television caused you to think a genuinely new thought, have a truly
new idea?

looking back in Murray's history
Tenselvage
Murray High School Band director
Bill Watson had received a superior
rating during Regional Music
Festival at Murray State University.
U.S. Air Force Sgt. William B.
Heise, son of retired U.S. Navy Lt.
and Mrs. Paul R. Heise Sr., had arrived for duty at Kadena Air Base,
Okinawa, Hawaii.
Twenty years ago
Judy Ann Cooper, Eddie Lee
Grogan, Peggy Robertson, Margaret
Crider, John Nance, Kaye Wallis,
Jimmie Olila, Nick Terhune and
Beverly Goode, Murray High School
students, had received superior
ratings at Regional Speech Festival
at Murray State College.
Dr. Liza Spann, biology professor
at Murray State College, had been
selected by American Association of

Colleges for Teacher Education to
participate in a seminar for superior
teachers in Louisville April 16-18.
Thirty years ago
An open house of newly remodeled
Ledger & Times building was to be
March 28.
Murray Rose and Garden Club was
to be host for Audubon Region's Sixth
Annual session of Garden Clubs of
Kentucky at Murray Woman's Club
House on April 2.

Forty years ago
Dogs with rabies had been found in
the city, according to Murray Chief
of Police W.B. Parker.
Graduation exercises for Murray's
13 nurses aides were March 23 at Little Chapel, Murray State College
with Dr. James H. Richmond,
presiding. Badges were presented by
Mrs A F Doran retiring president

of Murray Woman's Club.
New Concord High School Redbirds, coached by Pat M. McCuiston,
lost to St. Xavier in second round of
Kentucky High School Basketball

Tournament.
W.H. Brooks, Harry Wilcox,
Chesley Adams,Q.T. Guier and Rudy
Hendon were members of board of
Calloway County Vegetable Growers
Association.
Ola Mae Cathey, sophomore at
Kirksey High School, had received a
superior rating in vocal solo at First
District Music Festival at Murray
State College.
Fifty years ago
The state highway bridge over the
Tennessee River at Eggner's Ferry
was opened to public traffic March
25.
Another weather record had been

letter to the editor
To The Editor,
Can the average person help in
preventing crime in Kentucky?
"Yes, by all means," says the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association and we
are doing something about it.
We will start by instructing all 9
thru 13 year old boys and girls who
vation at the Sheriffs' Boys and
Girls Ranch this summer, about the
pitfalls and problems that will face
them if they resort to a life of crime,
drugs or other wrongdoings.
Yes, it will be fun and excitement,
as usual, during the week with many
recreational and educational experiences such as basketball clinics,
horseback riding, swimming, arts
and crafts and many other activities
too numerous to mention. All of this
is free of charge to the over 500 needy

established in Murray between the
hours of 5 p.m. March 21 and 5 a.m.
March 22 when official government
thermometer dropped 47 degrees in
12-hour period.
Faculty members and employees
of Murray Graded and High School
had agreed to accept payment in
script for last month of school as
treasury of City Board of Education
was depleted. Supt. W.J. Caplinger
said script would be redeemed when
taxes were paid.
The 1931-32 Shield, Murray State
College annual, was to be planned in
radio design with special features
honoring Nathan B. Stubblefield as
inventor of radio.
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children who are selected by the
sheriff in each county in Kentucky.
This 35-acre wooded site in Gilbertsville, Ky., is surrounded by Kentucky Lake and has attracted over
2,000 underprivileged youngsters
since 1976.
What do we intend to do to combat
crime which rises daily in Kentucky
and America? We will start by working closely with the Kentucky State
Farm Center on their inmate drug
abuse program and with state and
county law officials. Inmates from
the Farm Center will visit the Ranch
each Wednesday evening and along
with sheriffs from surrounding counties, will present their program on
drug abuse.
Law enforcement is the responsibility of each of us and with good

discipline, teaching of good law enforcement techniques, along with
good wholesome recreation, excellent food and strong counseling
supervision, then we, as lay people,
can provide the service to humanity
and prove that it is the best work of
Life.
Each el you can help by promoting
the Kentucky Sheriffs and the Kentucky State Police by supporting
their camping programs for the
needy children of the state. We can
teach these youngsters before they
stray into a life of total uselessness to
society.
Sincerely,
Ray H.Stoess,
Executive Director
Kentucky Sheriffs Boys and
Girls Ranch
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Merlyn Olsen to explain it, there was
Merlin the wizard to provide
sidelines commentary. We all know
sports veterans who can recall plays
and scores fifty years later as well as
any war veterans can recall battles.
Ever since the Roundtable, wars
have taken second place to athletics.
The boys in the foxholes wanted
always to know who was winning the
World Series. Joe Louis beating Max
Schmelling and Jesse Owens winning
the Olympics in Nazi Germany while
Hitler watched were as newsworthy
as the war itself. Wars have become
inconvenient interruptions, with far
higher costs in money and lives, in
the cycles of sports events so aptly
called "seasons."
In the midst of the Viet Nam protests, when President Nixon suddenly appeared one night at the Lincoln
Memorial and asked a young protester how some team would do that
year, he was inarticulately reaching
out for what he and the protestor had
in common, the normalcy of the
athletic calendar, with its stark contrasts of limited expense and controlled aggressions against the
endless expenses and uncontrolled
(and permanen6 losses of war.
Perhaps the critics of the athletics
system have legitimate concerns.
Perhaps athletics do interfere with
needed social concerns and conscientiousness and other high priorities.
For the moment, however, until we
find the ways to channel ourselves to
such higher callings, we are not too
ignoble in preferring the playing
fields to battlefields. There is no
"Wait 'HI next year!" for the war
dead.
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Orr, Martha Butterworth, Carolyn Parks, Clovis
Brown, Clovis Jones, Clara Jean Paschall, Sherri
Paachall and Freda Humphreys. The club will meet
April 7 at 1:30 p.m. with Hilda Orr.

Tennis group will play
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Carol
Waller, Debbie Keller, Renee Wynn and Deanna
Parker; Court Two — Annette Alexander, Laura
Miller, Kathy Kopperud and Ann Uddberg ; Court
Three — Cathy Mattis and Leisa Faughn.

Martin serving
i in Germany
Pvt. Dale L Martin, son of Larry Martin of New
Concord, has arrived for duty in Kornwesthelm,
West Germany. A cavalry scout with the 2nd Battalion, Fourth Infantry, Pvt. Martin previously was
assigned at Fort Knox.

Pleasant Grove Club meets

Pageant scheduled in May

Hilda Orr presented a lesson about "Choosino/
Clothes To Flatter Your Figure" at meeting
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club March 10
at Western Sizzlin Steakhouse. Justine Story gave
devotional thoughts about "God's Power of Positive
Thinking," and Donna Jackson gave landscape
notes.
Also present were Delpha Taylor, Viola
McReynolds, Nina Craig, Imogene Paschall, Ellen

Miss Golden Rose Beauty Pageant will be May 8-9
at Holiday Inn,Owensboro. Eight age groups from 0
to 15-up will be featured with separate competitions
to include talent, sportswear, modeling and
photogenics.
Deadline for entries is April 23. For information
call Renate Young or Maria Schoner,1-502-8754619.

Lutheran wedding rites explained
DEAR ABBY: You
were off base in your
response to "Lutheran
Mother of Four
Daughters" who wrote in
support of the pastor who
refused to allow an obviously pregnant bride to
have "I'm Having His
Baby" sung at her wedding.
Your answer: "A pregnant bride is also entitled
to a church wedding with
a 'soloist, fanfare, etc.' if
that's what she wants. It
is not the pastor's function to judge her. That's
the Lord's job."
That answer might
have been all right if you
had preceded it with: "In
my opinion." As it stands,
it is dead wrong — at
least in Lutheran practice.
Lutherans consider a
church wedding a
religious service and
have strict rules as to
how it is to be conducted.
No secular music is
allowed. There are rules
on the types of floral arrangements. A specific
liturgy must be followed;
bride and groom may not
prescribe their own rites,
etc.
The Lutheran pastor is
charged with seeing that
these rules are carried
out and may refuse a
church wedding to those
who insist on deviating
from them. He may, in
fact, refuse to marry a
couple if he feels they are
not entering the marriage
in a right relationship. On
the other hand, he may
perform a secular marriage for the couple at

Bargain Matinees
Sat. and Sun.
2:00•Cheri

and Cine
All Seats Si .50

another location if they
choose not to abide with
the church wedding rules.
So you see, a bride
(pregnant or not) is not
necessarily entitled to a
church wedding with a
soloist, fanfare, etc., if
that's what she wants —
at least not in a Lutheran
church. I think you owe
your readers a correction.
AN OHIO LUTHERAN
DEAR LUTHERAN: I
do, and you provided the
evidence, for which I
thank you. I stand corrected.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I sit
home about two nights a
week while my wife goes
out to play tennis with her
friends. Abby, there is no
way I could ever be interested in that sport.
I tell her she has no
right to leave me alone,
but she says she has her
own life to live and I
should find something of
interest to do myself
while she's playing tennis.

This argument is shaking our marriage. Who is
right?
UNHAPPY
DEAR UNHAPPY:She
Is. Even though you are
not a tennis player, the
ball is in your court!
•••
DEAR ABBY: All those
letters in your column
about "the missing
silverware" apparently
caused a twinge of conscience in one of our past
dinner guests.
My husband and I just
received a package containing the clipping of
your column plus a knife,
fork and sPoon!
But here's the kicker:
It wasn't our pattern!
STILL LAUGHING IN
ST. PETERSBURG,
FLA.
1111•
•

CONFIDENTIAL TO
HURTING: Give your
grief a chance to empress
Itself. Cry year eyes out.
Let yourselfgo and lathe
toms flow. It's healthy.
Don't try to pt do a
"brave" show. It takes

Dewy

By Abigail Von Buren
honesty, courage,
strength and real
manliness for a man to
express his emotions. The
weak man hides.
se.
Do you hate to write letten because you don't
know what to say?
Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and
accept invitations and
how to write an interesting letter are included in Abby's
booklet,"How to Write
Letters for All Occasions." Send $2 and a
long, stamped (37 cents),
self-addressed envelope
to: Abby, Letter Booklet,
.P.O. Box 38523,
Hollywood,Calif. NM.
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Wedding vows said March 7
The wedding of Miss
Devry Shawn Rogers and
Danny Alan Lamb was
solemnized Sunday,
March 7, at 4 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House.
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiated at the
ceremony. A program of
music was presented by
Angela Manning Fuqua
and Tammi Crouse.
The ceremony was
read in front of the mantle decorated with an arrangement of white
gladioli and pink carnations with an arch of
candles.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Rogers and Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Lamb.
The bride wore a white
wedding gown designed
with an empire waist with
appliques over bodice
and bishop sleeves. The
skirt had a long train with
lace applique designs.
Her fingertip length
veil was attached to a
blusher headpiece adorned with seed pearls and
designs. She carried a
bouquet of pink roses and
stephanotis on a white Bible, gift of her maternal
grandmother, Mrs.
Grace L. Cook.
Mrs. Kelly Young was
matron honor, Miss
Rhonda Garland was
maid of honor and Miss
Erica Hughes was flower
girl.
The honor attendants
wore pink floor length
gowns designed with lace
yokes and sleeves. The
flower girl was attired in
a short pink dress with
lace on sleeves and yoke
and ruffles at hemline.
Each of the attendants
carried three pink long
stemmed roses.

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Alan Lamb
The groom wore a grey from silver appoint- and Denise Taylor.
ascot tuxedo with white ments.
A tea at University
wingtip collars.
After a short wedding Branch of Bank of MurKeith Fain was best trip the new Mr. and Mrs. ray by Shirley Hughes,
man, Darren Lamb was Lamb are residing on Rt. Diane Williams, Liz
Williams, Margaret
groomsman and Jay 7.
Crawford, Peggy ButterRogers was ringbearer.
Prenuptial events inworth, Velma Miller,
Ushers were Hal cluded the following:
LaRhea Stewart, Patti
Faulkner, Hopkinsville,
A rehearsal dinner on Key and Charlie
Max Hughes and Mark
March 5 at Seven Seas Williams.
Woods.
Restaurant by the
A tea given at ColA reception followed at groom's parents.
dwater Church of Christ
the club house. The allA personal shower at by Mrs. J. D. Lamb.
white wedding cake had Community Room of
A tea given by Jeandoves in the middle and Peoples Bank by Meleah
nette Fain, Joan Overby
on top. Punch, nuts and Paschall, Rhonda
and Katherine Shupe at
mints also were served Garland, Kelly Young
Salem Baptist Church.

Piano-duo will perform Tuesday
An internationally
known plano-duo, Ferrante and ?etcher, will be
in Padecah on Tuesday,
March 38, as part of the
Paducah Community College FOCI* Performing
Arts Serimk• The Macert
will be at Tilghman High
School Auditorium at I
p.m.
The keyboard masters
obtained their musical
education entirely at the
Julliard School of Music.
Both began at the age of
six in the school's Prep
Center and advanced
through graduate school
at the institution. Upon
graduation each was appointed to a teaching
position in the Theory
Department at Julliard.
It was during this time
they developed their two
piano repertoire.

Ferrnate and ?either adopted a new format
came in to the popular featuring programs of
music acme in HMI when popular music interspersthey recorded a zisidion ed with an occasional
picture theme with their classical number.
two pianos backed by a
Single admission
fell °rehears. The new tickets for the perconcept &adenines sated formance are $10 and are
caught the attention of available at the PCC
the public and that recor- Community Office,
ding, "The Theme From Peoples Bank Downtown
The Apartment," sold and West End Branch, or
nearly a million copies in at the door.
three weeks.
Additional information
As a remit of this suc- regarding the PCC
cess,the pair reversed its FOCUS Series may be obearlier idea of perform- tained by telephoning the
ing a classical program college at 4424131, ext.
with "pop" encores and 13.
NEW YORK(AP)— Epilepsy is more common in
dogs than in humans,according to the Epilepsy Institute.
fan
ogs are often purebred and have a
%iletthiy
of the illness. Epilepsy has been
reported to be inherited among certain breeds including Irish setters, German shepherds, beagles
and poodles.

Glomerulonephritis
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
3-year-old granddaughter
started running a fever and
the next day we took her to
our doctor_ He said she had a
sore throat and some nasal
congestion. Then her urine
turned very dark and she
was admitted to the hospital
with glomerulonephritis. She
responded very well to her
treatment of fluid restriction, low sodium diet, antibiotics and prednisone.
She is home now but we
have some questions. The
prednisone makes her hungry all the time. The pediatrician said to let her eat
because they don't want her
getting upset and causing
her blood pressure to go up.
The other concern is a kidney biopsy. The two kidney
specialists and the pediatrician say they may have to do
a biopsy to determine if her
case is chronic.
The swelling from her
eyes and legs and feet is

gone and her chest is completely clear. We would
appreciate any information
you have on this disease.
DEAR READER — It is
not i common disease
anymore. It often follows a
streptococcal throat infection, just as rheumatic fever
does. That is probably why
your granddaughter got
antibiotics.
The inflammation in the
kidney is a complication and
allows albumin to leak out
of the filtered blood. Sometimes it also allows blood
cells to leak, causing bloody
or dark urine. The loss of
albumin is why the swelling
occurs.
Normally the blood
proteins, particularly albumin, helps to draw fluid
back out of the tissues into
the circulation. When the
albumin is too low the fluid
stays in the tissues. That
caused the swelling of the
entire body including the
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nutrients? Can you become
addicted to sugar? Besides
obesity from too many calories will it cause other problems (excluding dental
caries)?
DEAR READER — Carbohydrate foods are an
essential part of a balanced
diet and include fresh fruits
and vegetables and cereals.
The energy part of all these
basic foods comes from
their content of glucose and
fructose. These are the same
two single sugars, combined
together, that make up ordinary sugar. Table sugar is
simple digested carbohydrate foods. The process,
however, strips the food
source of vitamins, minerals
and, of course, bulk. It is
what sugar doesn't have that
is harmful.
Sugar is rapidly absorbed
because it is predigested
carbohydrate. That is often
harmful in diabetics and
those with reactive hypoglycemia. That plus being a
high-calorie food is the main
problem. It is not addictive.

Dr. Howard Giles will speak
at league luncheon meeting

Misses — Collectibles
Furniture — Glassware

SATURDAY,
MARCH 27th
7:30 P.M.
MISSISSIPPI ROOM
STUDENT CENTER

face around the eyes.
A kidney biopsy is often
necessary to establish exactly the nature of the kidney
damage and plan future
treatment. Prednisone is
commonly used in the acute
stage and helps to cool down
the inflammation in the
kidney. It sounds like your
granddaughter has done well
and is in good hands.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 12-12,
Your Kidneys and How They
Work. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have heard so much against
sugar from health fanatics
that I would like to hear
your views. What are the
effects of sugar on digestion? Does it interfere with
the digestion and absorption
of protein, vitamins and
minerals when taken with
foods that contain these

NT=
951
PEN MY

The League of Women Wendell Ford on a credit
Voters of Paducah- allocation project and
McCracken has invited_70thers, and has been a
the Murray League of marketing specialist at
Women Voters to a lun- the University of Florida.
cheon meeting at Ken- Dr. Giles is a member of
tucky Dam Village Inn at the Kentucky Economics
Gilbertsville at 12:30 on Association and is listed
April 1.
in the 12th edition of the
The meeting is part of Men and Women of
the National League of Science, and in the 17th
Women Voter's study on edition of Who's Who in
Economics. Dr. Howard South and Southwest.
Giles, Professor of
He has had several
Economics at Murray publications published on
State University, will Economics and is curgive the lecture entitled, rently teaching and doing
"The Move Away from research on Political
Keynesian Economics."
Economy, Economics
Dr. Giles, a native of Forecasting, and the EfChristian County, has a fects of Governmental
Bachelor of Science Policy on Firms and
degree and a Master of Local Governments.
Science degree from the
The LWV is pleased to
University of Kentucky in have a speaker of Dr.
Agricultural Economics Giles' caliber and exand a Ph D. from Purdue tends a cordial welcome
University.
to any interested to atHe has had a Ford tend, according to Mrs. C.
Foundation Fellowship, W. Loveland, league
has worked with Sen. spokesman
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Your individual Horoscope
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Bryan named winner of troop

Fraacts Drakt

FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 28, 1982
What kind of day will tumor- others You're correct in LIBRA
a I-1 friend may leave you wonder- Michael Bryan was Senior Patrol Leader, Chris Middleton, Hatton
row be? To find out what the working out career matters (Sept. 23 to Oct. 72) ing exactly where you stand. named as winner of the David Robinson, Assis- Historian, Michael
j-a
Boys, 11 years old and
stars say, read the forecast privately.
Spend your money on marrieds may fold that a child annual inspection of Boy tant Senior Patrol
interested
in scouting,
Bryan,
gives for your birth Sign.
Patrol
Leaders,
CANCER
inhi_A something related to the job tries their pabence
Scout Troop 77 of the Leader, Steve Robinson, Chris Drew and Steve are invited to attend the
( June 21 to July 22) mia re-4 Otherwise, you May find AQUARIUS
ARIES
First Christian Church on Scribe, Phillip Carter, Hatton and Assistant unit meetings Monday at
A too-hectic social
20 to Feb. i
has yourself in deep water regar-(Jan.18
( Mar. 21 to Apr 19 1 4r44its ups and downs. Youpace
needn't
ding
ordinday
monetary
af- Family get-togethers find Monday. The uniform in- Quartermaster, Mike Patrol Leaders, Fred 6:30 p.m. at the First
Spendthrift tendencies come try to be everywhere at once. (airs.
some members at odds with spection is a part of the Robinson, 1.ibrarian, Mahfoud and Thomas Christian Church.
to the fort. You could make a For greater enjoyment, slow SCORPIO
m
_e
lp
each
other. In-laws may be tin- annual charter renewal.
foolish purchase or decision. down.
(Oct. 23 toNov. 21) —6
'
sympathetic about your Bryan is a First Class
Others are critical when you LEci
n ,_.(4 Too many unspoken issues domestic problems.
Scout and son of Ronnie
make a mistake.
1 July 23 to Aug. n) uGtVo4. affect relationships In relax- piscEs
and Ramona Bryan, Rt.
TAURUS
There could be heavy em- ed circumstances, have a (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
6. Philip Carter and Don
(Apr. 20 toMay 20)
phasis on career matters or heart-to-heart talk to avert Money issues could raise Alan Moseley were
Things just don't seem to go community affairs, yet serious misunderstandingspeople's tempers, but you'll selected as runners-up.
your way. Take a back seat everybody seems to get in SAGITTARIUS
_if Vr make progress in creative
and follow the lead of others. each other's way.
(Nov.72 to Dec. 21) Pi ilk
endeavors. You'll receive Staff Sgt. Ronnie BillYou'll enjoy mental rapport VIRGO
ington, Training NCO,
▪kii. Relations with friends may some good news today.
with a friend
100th Division Armoured
be touchy. Distractions may
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
GEMINI
nsf9 It's a poor day to seek interfere with work plans. yet
Training Reserve was the
t May 21 to June 201
business advice. Too many close ties are quite supportive. YOU BORN TODAY are inspecting officer and
You'll take very few into differing opinions makes a dig- CAPRICORN
high-spirited and impulsive commented that selecyour confidence and this could ficult for you to make up your (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 I V
and need self-discipline to ting the "Best Dressed"
arouse the suspicions of mind.
The mood swings of a close make the most of your talents.
scout was difficult
MARCH
29, 1982
MONDAY,
FOR
because the boys all wore
What tied of day will tomor- pleasure may prove to be a combined with carelessness receive encouraging news late the uniform well. Sgt.
Billington in his youth
row be? To find out what the waste of time. You'll get a on the job, mars the early in the evening.
was an Eagle Scout of
stars say, read the forecast great deal more done by work- hours. Private moves aug- AQUARIUS
Troop 77.
ing train behind the scenes.
gives for your birth Sign.
ment security interests later. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
LEO
A
SAGITTARIUS
Avoid carelessness in The annual attendance
ARIES
(July M to Aug.22) vietiertA (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 ) )
eflii speech with higher-ups. The award went to Eagle
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) enrA A change of plan, plus some- Unsettled relations with afternoon brings a burst of Scout Don Alan Moseley.
Late afternoon is the best one's uncommunicative at- close ties improve toward the creative energy and there'll
The award is based on attime for getting your ideas titude, makes the morning if- latter part of the evening. It's be happiness in romance.
tendance at campouts,
across to others. Before then, fy. Later, you'll be pleased a good night for stepping out PISCES
conservation projects,
you may meet with minor with happy social devel- on the town.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
misunderstandings.
opments.
Domestic
problems may and community service
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
VIRGO
cloud the early hours, yet projects.
sal k,K (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
INSPECTION WINNER — Michael Bryan was winner of annual inspection
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
of
( Aug.23 to Sept. 72) "ir -Al If at first you don't succeed, favorable
financial Unit elections results
Bo
Scout Troop 77. Don Alan Moseley, left, was a runner-up. Staff Sgt.
A
close tie
may An inclination to take too try, try again. You may take developments will restore har- were announced and the
Ronnie
BiLington,
right,
was
inspecting
officer.
Not
pictured
is
Phillip Carson, runnerunderestimate a situation. much for granted inhibits work home from the office or mony later in the day.
leaders chosen were
up.
You'll need to curb spending career prospects till late aftermost of the day, yet you'll find noon, when initiative leads to
new ways to generate income. accomplishment.
GEMINI
LIBRA
Open Daily 12-6;
(May 21 to June 20) ligi
r (Sept. 711 to Oct. 22) —
12-6
Sunday
You'll hear of an unrealistic A morning delay or change
411PNIEIrl4=.
business proposal. Try not to of plan makes for erratic prolet important matters slide. gress, but a promising
The Saving Place Evening hours are quite upswing in events occurs
pleasurable.
before the day's end.
CANCER
SCORPIO
(June 21 to July 22) eta)(Oct.23 to Nov.21) 1110
Mixing business with A sense of being stymied,
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Community calendar
Saturday,March 27
Casino Night will be at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Alexander will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary with an open house
from 2 to 5 p.m. at their
home, 1412 Dudley.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Brown will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Dexter
Community Center.
Arts and Crafts
Festival for Adult Mentally Handicapped Center
will be from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Old Freight Depot
in Murray -Calloway
County Park.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of Rainbow for
Girls will have a skating
party from 10:20 p.m. to
12:20 a.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray.
Community Theatre
will present "Importance
of Being Earnest" at 8
p.m. at Old Freight Depot
in Murray -Calloway
County Park.
MurraThuar-ANaders will dance from 8
to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen
of World Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Sunday, March 28
Second day of Arts and
Crafts Festival for Adult
Mentally Handicapped
Class will be from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at Old Freight
Depot in Murray Calloway County Park,
Cub Scout Pack 73 will
have its Pinewood Derby
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School.
Murray Alumnae
Chapter of Sigma Alpha
Iota national music
fraternity will meet at 2

p.m. at home of Maxine
Clark.
Shower for Judy Mitchell and sons, Shay and
Eric, whose home was
destroyed by fire, will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Monday, May 29
Organizational support
group for couples having
difficulty conceiving
children will be from 7 to
8 p.m. at apartment of
Lana Wilson, Murray'
Manor 1-8.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Dancercise Class of
Women of Moose will
meet at 6 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
Persons Between Jobs
will meet at 10 a.m. at
First Presbyterian
Church.
Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.

PR10EBREAKERS

DOORBUSTER .DOORBU
I
STER

DOORBUSTER

K mart,
* ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY
. 0„, turn, ellebliOn a to nave every *dyer; used thorn P slocs

00' Sbeenal S an
advertsed ten .5 Ma available /Or pus
chase clue to any unforeseen reason
K marl asS sSue a Ran Choc* on request
log 15s rnerChancase one rlern or reasonable lamely quantity) to be purchaSed al the
sale pnCe whenever evadable Or will sell
you a comparable Qualuy 'tem at a comps
rape reduction P.cs

S/M, MUT

Regular

Panty
Hose
PE WFORCIO PANTY

Run- Resist Toe

Our Reg. 76C Each

Tuesday,March 30
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Our Reg. 7.88

Sale Price

Save! Misses'Pretty Dusters

126 Instamatic• Camera Outfit

Cotton/polyester Patch pockets

Camera, color film, wrist strap.

•••
.011•11.1.11

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Activities for senior
citizens will be as
follows: Dexter at 9:30
a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

sticks, garlic bread, butter, apple sticks, apple,
milk,coffee or tea.
Friday — hamburger
with cheese, hash
browns, dill chips,
tomato, lettuce, onion,
bun, butter, pineapple
pudding, pineapple, milk,
coffee or tea.
wheat bread, butter, carrot cake, prunes, milk,
coffee or tea.
Wednesday — turkey
and sausage dressing,
cranberry sauce, broccoli
spears, sweet potatoes,
hot roll, butter, chocolate
pudding, banana, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday — lasagna,
tossed salad, vegetable

MIIIM

MIMEO.
•OM

Our Reg. 2.97

Murray High School
Basketball Banquet,
sponsored by Murray
Tiger Athletic Booster
Club, will be at 6 p.m. at
high school cafeteria.
Cost will be 82 per person.

Elderly nutrition program
gives menus for five days
Nutrition Program for
the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels menus for week of
March 29 to April 2 have
been released.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — beef liver
and tomato gravy, mashed potatoes, yellow
squash, hot roll, butter,
sliced peaches, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday — chicken
salad, potato salad, cole
slaw, two slices of whole

SUNDAY
THRU
TUESDAY

Men's Pocket
Tee With Koder

Sale Price

Kodel°/polyester/
cotton, short sleeves
Eastman Reg

TM

Is word we,

Kodel

Wiszteits Wax Paper
12"x33/
1
2 yds of waxed paper 100-sq ft

Each
Vlasie Pickles
Choose Polish or
Kosher dills. 46 oz.'

5.97

Spocting
Goods
Dept

—Rfozen Golf Balls
,
4 Centurion', 2-pc construction Save now

'Net ‘rt

FILM
DEVELOPING
SPECIALS

Our Reg. 1.97
Credit Card
Calculator
8-digit, %-key
and 4-key
memory

COPY PRINTS
Mode from Polaroid or Kodak Instant Pleturris,
and Any Ihmularsiz• Snapshots

OR
PRINTS
FROM
SLIDES

At Your K mart
Camera Dept.

AUTOMOTIVE
SPECIAL

Regular Or
Unscented

Sale Price

Sale Price

1.14
Secret'Solid

Listenne*

Deodorant
Helps stop
wetness. 2-oz'
•p4.1.1
Copyrign 1982 by K mart Corporation

Mouthwash
Kills germs on
contact. 32-oz."
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sigpc
Qt.
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Edwards new owners
of clothing store
Dan and Saundra Edwards has assumed
ownership of King's Den,
located in the Bel-Air
Shopping Center, and the
grand opening will continue through store hours
today.
The store features
men's clothing and accessories, tux rentals for
all special events, and
alterations. Special sportswear also is arriving

daily.
Open from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Fridays until 9
starting In April, King's
Den will continue to carry
lines including Brookfield
suits, Jantzen, Munsingwear,Sedgefield jeans
and others for customers
of all ages.
The store has as
workers Jan Tucker,
Peggy Rogers and Vicki
Edwards.

Royal Crown bottler
announces new drink
KOPPERUD STAFF — Members of the Kopperud Realty staff include (from
left, first row) Lindy Stiiter, Bill Kopperud, (second row) Warren Shropshire,
Glenda Smith, Audra Moody, Reuben Moody, George Gallagher, B.B. Hook,
Barbara Erwin, Homer Miller, Bill Rayburn, Rex Alexander and Geri Andersen.

Owen Food Market personnel
attend merchandising seminar
A Professional Produce
Merchandising Semianr
was attended by management and produce department personnel of Owen
Food Market, owned and
operated by Kenneth
Owen (Store Owner).
The program was conducted March 17 by the
Malone & Hyde Man-

phasis was place on 101
ways to better serve our
produce customers.
The participants in attendance included Darren Miles, produce
manager.

power Training Services
Department of Memphis,
in cooperation with the
Malone & Hyde
Wholesale Distribution
Center of Nashiville. Key
topics discussed were
methods to improve
variety selection and how
to maintain product
freshness. Special em-

Agency
recognized

The Murray Insurance
Agency, South 12th
Street, Murray, has been
named as a Distinguished
Agency Award recipient
by the Allstate Insurance
Company for the third
consecutive year:
This award symbolizes
outstanding service by
the agency. Numerous
factors and considerations go into picking up
agency to be the recipient
of this award. The Murray Agency was selected
HONORED — James Tallent (left), manager of
because of their outstanWal-Mart No. 664 in Murray, was presented with a
ding record in sales
plaque in appreciation for his 25 years of service by
volume and customer
Charles Deal, district manager for Wal-Mart.
service over the past
Tallent has been manager of the Murray store since
three years.
1973.
Agency personnel inliii•s•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• clude Guy Billington,
•
Robert Billington, Owen
•
Billington, Dan Shipley,
•
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
•
Tom Scruggs, Mike
•
•
Outland, Anna Ruth Har•
ris, Ann Thompson and
•
Melva Hatcher.
•
•
•
•
representing
•
International Traveltime
• American and
o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••d
1 1 1 UNITS
OCEAN FRONT
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
Efficiency Apartments

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-08M

Claude Hill, manager
of Royal Crown Bottling
Corp., has announced the
introduction of a new soft
drink — decaffeinated RC
Cola.
"We believe its potential is excellent," he said.
"It's a great tasting cola,
naturally sweetened with
sugar and with less than
one part per billion caffeine, it is caffeine-free."
Hill said the new ola
was developed as a result
of increasing consumer
interest in caffeine-free
beverages. He pointed
out the rise of decaffeined
coffee market And the
success of another Royal

Crown product, caffeinefree sugar-free RC 100.
"Decaffeined RC Cola
comes with a built-in
reason for many consumers to buy it instead
of other colas — no caffeine."
The Paducah bottler
plans to market Decaffeined RC as a soft drink
for the whole family
under the theme "Hurray
for me, I'm caffeinefree." Royal Crown Bottling Corp., also distributes
Royal Crown Cola, Diet
Rite Cola, RC 100 and
caffeine-free Nehi flavors
in orange, strawberry
and grape.

NEW OWNERS — Dan and Saundra Edwards are the new owners of King's
Den,located in the Bel-Air Shopping Center,and the grand opening will continue
through store hours today.

Technology aids companies
Advanced technology,
namely satellite systems
which permit companies
to offer diverse specialty
programming, is changing the face of cable
television in the Commonwealth.
"During the last five
years growth has been in
the larger new (urban)
systems, such as
Paducab's and Lexington's, because of
satellite reception and
the specialty programming it brings," said James
Hays III, president of the
Kentucky CATV Association.
Association members
serve 300,000 subscribers,
substantially more than
the 165,000 served just
five years ago. Hays said

that the growth may be
attributed in part to the
fact that viewers may
tune in to as many as 36
channels today, compared to the dozen channels typically offered five
to 10 years ago.
What also has helped
make cable more
palatable to urban
dwellers is federal
deregulation of the cable
industry. The Federal
Communications Commission and court rulings
removed restrictions that
prohibited cable firms
from offering programs
to which local stations
own the broadcast rights,
and permitted cable
systems to carry as many
outside channels as they
want.

AWARD WINNERS — Cutters with Fantastic Sam's were award winners in
region competition in Chicago. Returning from the competition were (from left)
Pamela Ruddle? Murray shop manager; Danny Hutson, first place; Yvonne
Key, owner; Brints Wommack,second place; and Lynda K. Hinchey, Paducah
shop manager.

Area haircutters honored
Representatives of the
Murray and Paducah
Fantastic Sam's (The
Original Family Haircutters) received awards in
regional company competition in Chicago.
Danny Hutson, of the
Murray shop, was
presented a first-place
plaque and he used the
only hair ornament in-

troduced into competition. Brints Wommack,of
the local and Paducah
shops, won second place
while Terry Adams, of
the Paducah shop, won
fifth.
Participants attended a
seminar on the latest cutting, coloring and styling
techniques. Among the
judges were former na-

tional stage competitors
and Helene Curtis consultants. Market ability
was first in which contestants were judged,
along with creativity and
current fashion.
Shop owners Tom and
Yvonne Key said they
were proud of their cutters and their accomplishments.

g

Hamtown U.S.A.
Restaurant

A FAMILY MOTEL

Hwy. 6$ WitSt, GAL Ky. 522-3151

20 Oz. Sirloin Steak
Salad, F.F. & Roll
Substitutions Extra

*Hooted pool -80 degrees
*Room phones - Color TV
*Golf package - 30 courses
*Near amusement area
*Fishing pier
block
•Tenn.is available
*Restaurant
*On premises parking
*2 Ocean front houses

$595

Wednesday-Sunday
or
While Quantities Last

Sunday Buffet

$2
"

*(4

AWARDED TROPHY — Grayson McClure of Happy Holiday Travel has been
awarded the traveling trophy for Dealer of the Year for 1981 by Jim Baughman
of Harris FLOTE-ROTE.McClure specializes in pontoon and houseboat sales. He
and his wife Aline also will receive a trip to Bermuda.
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REAL ESTATE OFFICE OPENS — Morgan,
Trevathan and Gunn, which has operated a successful real estate agency in Benton and Marshall
County for 20 years, now offers its professional services to Murray and Calloway County. Bob Haley
(right), sales associate, and Kathy Farris,
secretary, can be contacted at the MTG office in
The Village on U.S.641 North.

We at the

Bank of Murray

Don't Get Steamed!

offer our

Congratulaticons
Kopperud Realty
Owen Food Market
James Tallent
Grayson McClure
King's Den
Fantastic Sam's
Morgan,Trevathan and Gunn
Claude Hill

Too hot can be too costly.
Heating your water
accounts for approximately
163/c of your yearly electrical
usage. To save energy and
money:
•Reduce the setting on
your electric water heater
thermostat to 120
degrees, or lower if
possible.
• Run the dishwasher only
when it's full.

•

•Take a quick warm shower, instead of
a bath in a tub full of hot water.
•Turn off the hot water while shaving.
• Wash full loads of clothes in the
coolest water .
possible and rinse
them in cold
water.
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Gary Jenkins has a
weird habit. He kisses
fish, or at least the first
bass of each new season
that falls prey to his
casting.
He says the kissing
ceremony is for good
luck, and who was I to
argue. There he stood,
with a lip lock on a fiveand-a-half pound beauty.
The fish struck Jenkins
crankbait some 15
minutes after we launched the boat. Heck, with
luck like that, who needs
to kiss fish?
Gary Jenkins always
drags out his boat and
tackle around the first of
each March. He's a
bassin' fanatic. Between
now and next November
he'll spend hundreds of
hours and thousands of
casts on Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes. He'll call
on all his experience and
knowledge, his tricks and
his trade — yes, trade —
to put more lunkers in the
live well.
"I'm lucky to be able to
mix my work and my
hobby." Jenkins said
midway through our
afternoon of raking
sunken brushpiles with
crankbaits. He was talking about his job as a
fisheries biologist with
the Tennessee Valley
Authority. He's on the
fish and wildlife team at
the Land Between the
Lakes. Day in, day out he
is involved in the study
and management of bass,
crappie, catfish, carp . . .
all the fish, the organisms
and factors that go into
producing the complex
living arrangement called Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes.
"Dad burn! that was a
good one!" Jenkins
blurted when a heavy fish
pulled loose. After the
first biggie had been
deposited in the box, he'd
caught another bass that
weighed four pounds and
a couple of 12-inchers. I'd
added a three-pounder
and a buck bass of my
own. We were well on our
way to an outstanding
catch. Evidently our timing was perfect. The
water temperature back
in the coves stood near 50
degrees, and the bass
were responding by moving into the shallows to
feed on crayfish.
Besides the keepers, we
caught and turned back
several bass below the

legal 12-inch size limit I
asked Gary Jenkins
about Kentucky Lake and
whether or not he was optimistic about an improvement in fishing.
"I'm very optimistic,"
he replied. "I think the
delayed drawdown of the
lakes has allowed for
much bigger spawns the
past two years. All these
11-13 inch bass would be
from the first spawn the
water was left in the
bushes. Also crappie
fishing was good last
year, and it's had a real
good start this year.
Everything seems to be
picking up, and I believe
the delayed drawdown is
a main cause."
(Each year the TVA
fluctuates lake elevations
between "summer pool"
and "winter pool" for
flood control purposes.
Fish normally spawn in
brush flooded during the
"summer pool" stage,
but in years past the
lakes have been lowered
immediately after
spawning season. This
has forced gamefish fry
into open water where
they are extremely
vulnerable to predator
fish.
For the past two years,
however, the water has
been held at "summer
pool" until the fry are
large enough to survive
when they must leave the
protection of the
submerged bushes where
most were hatched.)
Jenkins said one possible undesirable result
from the delayed
drawdown is damage to
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submerged buttonberry
bushes. One study being
carried out by the LBL
fisheries staff is to determine what, if any, effect
the delayed drawdown
has on these bushes.
I retied my bait and
made another cast down
the gravel bank. As the
afternoon wore on our
catch grew. We were
casting Rebel crayfish
lures into brush and next
to stumps on steep rocky
banks. We hadn't landed
any more three-and-over
bass, but we'd each lost a
true wrist wrencher. I
hooked a heavy fish that
put up a brute of a battle
before tearing free.
Jenkins talked between
casts about another
phenomenon of interest:
the apparent growth of
the smallmouth bass
population in the lower
section of Kentucky
Lake. Smallies used to be
rare creatures here, but
last year they got down
right common. "The lake
is growing a little clearer
each year," the biologist
reasoned. "As the reservoir ages, clay and mud
are being washed away
from the banks, exposing
more rocky cover. This is
what the smallmouths
like.
"But I've got a feeling
they've been here for
some time without being
discovered. We're seeing
too many big
smallmouths. They didn't
get big in one or two
years. These are old fish.
I think our bass
fishermen were just
fishing shallow for

Clair Everszneyer caught this 4 lb. bass at Blood
River on a Rebel Crawdad while fishing gravel
points. He caught numerous other bass and crappies on the "Cravglad" lure and minnows between 2
and 15 feet.

by wade bourne'

largemouths and not getting down to the 15-25 foot
levels that the
smallmouths like. Now,
though, the 'brown fish'
have been found out, and
people are starting to
learn how to catch
them."
One other item that is
affecting fishing in Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
has been the upsurge in
the number of brushpile
fish attractors put in the
water. Anglers have
learned that brush acts
like a magnet for bass,
crappie, bluegill and catfish, and thousands of fish
attractors are now scattered throughout the bays
and main lake areas.

"Legally fishermen
shouldn't put these
brushpiles in the lake
without getting a TVA
permit specifying the attractors' locations,"
Jenkins said.
The temperature cooled as the day wore on,
and our fishing action
slacked accordingly.
Come 4 p.m. we'd caught
13 keepers, and Jenkins
said it was time to quit.
We'd caught his lucky
number.
Lucky numbers! Kissing bass! Some folks are
crazy!
Gary Jenkins is one of
these, crazy about his
work, crazy about his
sport. Crazy like a fox.

Tourney has entrees
The Trigg County Crappie Tournament is not
even one-third over and
nine tagged fish have
been turned in. Crappie
have been reported
caught from Hurricane
Creek in north Trigg
County to the Tennessee
line in the south. Those
catching tagged fish this
week were: Stan Tribble,
Hopkinsville; Bill Tooley,
Hopkinsville; Brian
Mosley, Cadiz; Frankie
Underill, Cadiz; J. G.
Mallory, Elkton; and Victor Mitchell, Cadiz.
This week's prize winners were: First prize —
Jim Blaylock, Eddyville,
2 lb., 7 oz., five days rental of boat and motor,
Rockcastle General
Store; second prize Cloys Puckett, Hardin, 2
lb. 1 oz., gift certificate,
Round Oak Leather;
third prize — Lee
Paschall, Mayfield, IN, 2
lb., 1 oz., Coke cooler;
fourth prize — Sandy
Tharpe, Hopkinsville, 2
lb., 16 inch pizza and two
medium drinks, Wildcat
Den, Cadiz; fifth prize —
Chuck Kundert,
Newburgh, IN, 1 lb., 15
oz., crappie pole, Moore's
Grocery, Cadiz; sixth
prize — Joe Clymer,
Mayfield, KY, 1 lb., 15
oz., handwoven table runner, Country Cupboard,
Cadiz; seventh prize —
Brenda Jones, Hardin, 1
lb., 14 oz., catfish supper,
Cadiz Restaurant; eighth
prize — Sarah Combest,
Cadiz, 1 lb., 13 oz., tournament T-shirt and cap;
ninth prize — Ron
Johnson, Cadiz, 1 lb., 12

oz., steak dinner, Hamtown Restaurant, Cadiz;
tenth prize — Leslie
Clark, Eddyville, 1 lb., 12
oz., cap, Pennyrile Rural
Electric; eleventh prize
— Rubin Pough, Elkton, 1
lb., 10 oz., Pepsi T-shirt;
twelfth prize — Mary
Abernathy, Evansville, 1
lb., 10 oz., bag of Lay's
Potato Chips.
The contest, sponsored
by the West Trigg County
Economic Development
Corporation, is continuing through May 30. In
April there will be three
special weeks with prizes
for children under 15. For
information write: West
Trigg County Economic
Development Corporation, P.O. Box 1011,
Cadiz, KY 42211 or call
(502) 522-6855.

March is really trying
to zing us with some bad
weather before its time to
go on.
A person can't really
tell how to dress for a
fishing trip until they get
to the lake.
It reminds me of some
drivers I've seen; when
you see them stick their
hand out of the window,
the only sure thing you
can tell is, the window is
down.
About the only safe way
to dress would be to take
enough clothing along,
you can always remove it
if the weather gets warm.
I feel sure that most of
you have caught some
fish by now! Crappie
have really turned on at
times and many are now
in the freezer:
Willie and Wayne
Jackson combined a couple of trips with Loyd
Hastey to bring in 60-70
nice slabs.
Larry Marrs, Rick
McGee, Eddie Rollins,
Jerry McConnell, Jim
Lewis and myself fished
some of the same water
last weekend.
We were casting for
bass on Kentucky Lake
and everyone caught
fish!
Most of them were
under the legal size limit
so they were released.
Larry and I fished
together but we talked
with the other guys, who
were fishing the Murray
Bass Club tournament.
Most of the bass were
caught on crankba its and
jigs, in fairly heavy
cover.
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And Campground
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ty, skin cancer is on the
increase. They also
hasten to point out that,
contrary to popular
belief, skin cancer is not a
minor, inconsequential
form of the disease that
pose,s no threat to our
health. It can be fatal!
Only recently have they
been able to prove,
beyond any doubt, that
prolonged exposure to the
sun is responsible for
almost all skin cancers
(98 percent).
Skin cancer is a very
real public health problem. A special study by
the National Cancer Institute reveals that the
number of skin cancer
cases and deaths from
this disease, has more
than doubled in the last 10
years.
Even if not fatal (there
are at least three kinds)
skin cancers can produce
highly visible, unpleasant
looking disfigurations of
the skin, which are difficult, if not impossible,
to correct by surgery! A
good suntan is no protection against skin cancer,
all it does prevent is the
discomfort of sunburn.
There are ultra violet
barriers called
sunscreens that an be
purchased anywhere.
They work by coating the
skin surface with a
substance that reflects
the shorter wavelengths,
while at the same time,
allowing some of the tanning radiation to reach
the skin.
Use these sunscreens
on all exposed areas you
can and wear a hat that
will offer shade as protection also.
Wow! I don't want to
scare you so you don't
fish anymore, but I
thought some of us might
need to read that.
Take care and be safe!
Happy Fishing!

•COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
• REAR ENDS
• STARTERS•DOORS
•ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS• WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

Sunday Dinner
Chicken & Dressing, 3
Vegetables, Teo or Coffee,
Breod & Dessert
54-4192

$ 1 OS

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

Early in the day, the
fish were feeding in
shallow water, but as the
cold front moved in, they
moved to deeper water
and quit hitting.
I spent two days trying
to teach Larry how to
catch a drum on a
crankbait but all he could
catch was, bass, crappie
and bluegill!
It's enough to make a
fellow drink his own coffee, he can cast a lure
anywhere you want, net
all the big drum I catch,
but does he catch a
drum? No!
I'm going to give him
another chance though
and I'll keep you posted!
I read another article
which pertains to all of us
fishing folks, so here is
the research done by Bob
Stearns. Pay attention
now!
Almost every serious
bass angler I know, or
have ever met is a
diehard. These guys and
gals fish from dawn til
dusk, leaving the water
only when forced ashore
by the most severe
weather. There is always
one more fish to catch.
During the summer
months these fishermen
tend to expose their hides
to the blazing rays of the
sun. After all, isn't the
"weathered look" the
sometimes sought-after
appearance of a seasoned
veteran?
As almost any gal
that's self-conscious of
her personal appearance
will tell you,
"weathered" skin is the
pits! Also, a dermatologist will inform
you, that "weathered
look" is nothing more
than excessively dry,
prematurely-aged skin,
and is a prime candidate
for skin cancer!
According to the
American Cancer Socie-
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Final Four field trimmed
to only two after tonight
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NEW ORLEANS (AP)
-- College basketball is
putting its biggest show
onto the vast stage of the
aptly-named Superdome
in an atmosphere of
money and morality.
As North Carolina,
Houston, Georgetown and
Louisville assembled
here today for their summit meeting to decide the
NCAA championship, and
split the biggest money
pool in Final Four
history, the sport was
under the cloud of allegations of recruiting irregularities.
Almost as much attention at Friday's press
conferences on the eve of
the national semifinals
was devoted to talk about
the eye-opening proclamations by Notre
Dame Coach Digger
Phelps as the games
themselves. Phelps'
remarks that some
schools were paying topflight players $10,000 a
year for their services set
the tournament scene
afire with discussion and
controversy.
Georgetown Coach
John Thompson, for one,
was outraged about the
form that Phelps' blast
took, describing it as a
vague allegation. Thompson was particularly
unhappy with the idea
that Phelps neglected to
reveal the schools under
suspicion.
"I have a problem with
that," said Thompson.
'Anytime you say 50 percent, you might as well
say 100. I feel like it
(Phelps' remarks) is a
black mark against the
coaching profession."
As for the reported payment to players, Thompson was aghast.
-I consider paying
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ballplayers very similar
to slavery," said the
Georgetown coach,
himself a celebrated
center at one time with
Providence University,
"and I don't want to be
anybody's slave master."
While other coaches
considered payments to
college players immoral,
they aknowledged that
the pressures and money
involved in big-time
basketball these days had
fostered pricisely that.
For instance, the teams
in the Final Four will
take home some $500,000
apiece, thanks to television and a tournament
record crowd of 61,000plus at both today's
semifinals and Monday
night's finale.
North Carolina, the nation's top-ranked team,
met unranked Houston in
the opener while sixthranked Georgetown
played No. 20 Louisville
in the second game.
- Dean Smith has his
North Carolina Tar Heels
in the Final Four for the
seventh time and
Houston's Guy Lewis is in
the select group for the
third time, yet neither
has won an NCAA cham-

MSU homecoming
marked by 13-5 win
Murray State used a 12hit homecoming to oust
visiting Nebraska Omaha, 13-5, at Reagan
Field Friday.
The 'Breds increased
their season mark to 12-7
while the visitors dropped
to 1-4 overall.
Three 'Breds homered
in Friday's runaway including Gary Blaine, Lee
Hutson and Rob
McDonald. Don
Neufelder also tripled
and doubled for the victors.
Murray established the
game's pace early, scoring seven runs in the first

inning and extending the
lead to 11-0 before UNO
pushed across its first run
in the sixth inning.
Ron Chancellor picked
up his second win to even
his record at 2-2 while
Doug Holmberg ( 0-1)
took the loss.
Today the two teams
were scheduled to meet in
a 1 p.m. matchup at
Reagan Field. -1 234511711 1
UNO
11150111330
MURRAY
7211521111X 13
HITS — 1NSU 12, UNO II. RR — Jeff
Baagbart (UNO), Blaae, Ebbw
McDonald (MSU) 3B — Naradder
(MSU). 2B — Gana, Maabaagn, In*
(UNO), Nedeider,Saw(MN).
ERRORS — MSU 1, U110 I.
WP — outmost (14). LP —
ffelinborg (0-1).

pionship.
"The best team I ever
had in this Final Four
was the 1977 team before
Tommy Lagarde and
Walter Davis got hurt,"
says Smith.
Smith's team entered
the national finals in completely good health, a luxury he has not been able
to enjoy in any of his
other six Final Four appearances.
North Carolina, 30-2,
won the Atlantic Coast
Conference playoffs and
then got to the Final Four
with victories over James
Madison, Alabama and
Villanova in the East
Regional. Houston, 25-7,
and a runner-up in the
Southwest Conference
and then a surprise winner in the Midwest with
triumphs over Alcorn
State, Tulsa, Missouri
and Boston College.

Georgetown, 29-6, the
Big East champion, won
the West Regional with
triumphs over Wyoming,
Fresno State and Oregon
State. Louisville, 23-9,
runner-up in the Metro
Conference, was the
Mideast Regional champion with victories over
Middle Tennessee State,
Minnesota and AlabamaBirmingham. The Cardinals have four starters
returning from the team
that won the NCAA title
in 1980.
Of the four teams here,
only Houston has had the
experience of playing on
the court at the massive
Superdome, an arena actually built for football
but converted to basketball for this high-profile
event. The Cougars won
the Sugar Bowl tournament here last
December.
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DOWN THE LINE — Murray State netter Mats
Ljungman earned his 16th straight singles victory
this season when he handled Austin Peay's Greg

Carter, 6-2, 6-1, at the No. 2 position. Ljungman's
overall record stands at 16-1 and his career mark
improved to 87-17 with Friday's victory.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

State championship decided tonight

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — When Virgie's Todd
May scored 17 points in the first quarter, it seemed
fairly obvious to Mason County Coach Allen
Feldhaus that a single player wasn't going to stop
the 6-foot-8 center.
So Feldhaus ordered a double-team on May for
the rest of the game,"but we paid a price for doing
that," he said.
Mason County "held" May to 34 points for the
night, but the Eagles proved they were not a oneman team. Their 68-63 victory ended Mason County's unbeaten streak at 31 games and vaulted the
Eagles into today's semifinal round of the boys'
state basketball tournament.
Virgie, 33-2, took on Laurel County, 31-3, while
North Hardin, 36-2, battled Louisville Valley, 23-8.
The winners advanced to the 8 p.m. EST championship game.
Jamie Maxey's 22 points led five double-figure
scorers for Laurel County as the Cardinals dumped
Owensboro in Friday's third quarterfinal game.
Earlier in the day, Marvin Watts scored 20 points
to lead North Hardin's 65-47 pounding of Warren
Central. Valley's Joey Wilson, Jim Duffy and John
Lawson combined for 47 points in a 61-49 victory
over Madisonville.
Mason County's double-teaming of May cleared
the way for Scott Marcum, who scored 17 points. It
also figured in Virgie's 39-22 rebounding edge.
"They hit the open man and they started getting
second shots," said Feldhaus. "It was just a gamble. Looking back at it, it was just about as broad as
it was long.... If we had to play it over again, I don't
know if we'd change anything."
"Our forwards (Marcum and Gerald Osborne)
created a little bit tonight," said Virgie Coach Bobby Osborne. "That was the key to the whole thing.
And the Newsome kid (guard Tommy Newsome)
did a super job. He had one or two spurts where he
got down a little bit because he didn't get the ball
where he wanted to. Other than that, he did a super
job of running this ballclub."
Gerald Osborne had just six points, but pulled
down 11 rebounds and "had a good floor game," the
coach said.
Asked about the performance of May, whom he
calls "the big one," Bobby Osborne said,"What can
you say? He dishes it off, gets on the boards. He
played a super team game and did the things
tonight for his team that he's done all year."
A near-capacity Rupp Arena crowd of 21,342 — a
world record for a high school basketball game —
watched May hit 13 of 18 field goal attempts and
eight of 12 free throws. He also pulled down 15 rebounds and had three of Virgie's eight assists.
"He's a tremendous ballplayer and they're a good
ball team," said Feldhaus."We had a chance to get
back in it (in the fourth quar*rlAnd we just didn't
do it. They missed two or thrAbonus free throws in
a row, but we'd come down and we couldn't stick it
in."

The Royals suffered a blow when leading scorer
Kelly Middleton went to the bench with three fouls
after six minutes. Middleton, who scored 34 points
Thursday night against Middlesboro, eventually
fouled out with nine points.
Middleton's foul trouble "didn't help us any,"
Feldhaus said, "but I thought the other kids picked
up the slack."
Dale Liles led the Royals with 17 points. Gary
Beiland added 16 and Willie Feldhaus, the coach's
son,finished with 12.
"Liles played well and Beiland played well, but it
just wasn't in the cards," Feldhaus said.
He added that he wasn't bitter about the loss,
even though Mason County reached the finis before
losing last season.
"There's a lot of luck involved in this game and
we've had a lot of good luck," Feldhaus said,"so we
don't want to cry about fouls."
Laurel County's Maxey scored 12 of his 22 points
in the fourth quarter as the Cardinals weathered a
late rally by Owensboro.
Laurel County also got a lift from Charlie Andrews, who came off the bench to score 12 points.
He had six points in the last 1:50 of the first half as
the Cardinals took a 35-27 lead.
His cousin, Paul Andrews, finished with 17 points
and a game-high 10 rebounds for Laurel County.
Norman Bowling scored 12 points and Joe Karr added 11.

Brad Loucks led the Red Devils with 24 points
while Richard White had 12. Glendale Miller and
Timmy Johnson finished with 10 apiece.
Valley's balanced scoring and 60 percent field
goal shooting proved too much for Madisonville.
The Maroons hit just 35 percent of their shots, offsetting a 31-26 rebounding edge.
Wilson finished with 21 points, Duffy scored 14
and Lawson 12. Madi.sonville's Willie Sharp scored
17 points and Keke McNary 12.
North Hardin couldn't shake Warren Central in
the first half, but Watts and Brett Burrow supplied
the spark as the Trojans pulled away in the third
quarter.
Warren Central's Russell Butts gave the Dragons
their last tie at 36-36 with 2:57 remaining in the third
period. The Trojans scored the next 14 points and
were never threatened again.
"Our defense has carried us all year long," said
Trojan Coach Ron Bevars."We struggled again today offensively, trying to get anything going. It
looked like Warren Central knew what we wanted to
do and they did a real good job of stopping that in
the first half.
"In the second half, we contained (Craig) Everson a little bit and I think that was probably the difference."
Everson led all scorers with 26 points, but 16
came before halftime and he scored just four in the
critical third period. No other Dragon player scored
more than eight.

Thompson-Ewing relationship sinks
deeper than mere coach-player ties
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
— Professor John
Thompson,chalk in hand,
scribbles X's and O's. He
is about to deliver a stern
lecture on the
geometrical relationships
of offense and defense.
Patrick Ewing, stylus
in hand, listens intently.
He is learning those relationships, and, at the
same time, developing
another link — a human
bond that ties teacher to
student, student to
teacher.
The lives of Thompson,
basketball coach at
Georgetown University,

and Ewing, 7-foot
freshman center, are
becoming inextricably
tied to each other as they
pursue the common goal
of a national championship.
"He's a great coach,"
Ewing says, an unmistakable overtone of
admiration in his voice.
"That's why I came here.
I feel he has helped me
progress more than just
as a basketball player,
but as a person."
"Patrick does what he
has to do to help,"
Thompson says. "One
game, it'll be offense.

One, it'll be defense. He'll
be really awesome when
he can get it together."
There is no less admiration in Thompson's voice
for the Jamaican-born
Ewing.
Despite widely
divergent backgrounds,
they have one thing in
common. Thompeon, now
40, was the backup center
to Bill Russell in the
golden age of the Boston
Celtics. Ewing, too, is a
center, albeit with vastly
more potential than
Thompson. Big men seem
to appreciate each other
in a way men of lesser
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Doing the laundry
takes energy —
yours and electncal
energy It takes electncity
to heat the iron, run the
dryer, and heat water for
washing clothes To save
energy and money in the
laundry room, follow
these suggestions
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•Rinse clothes In cold water.
• Dry full loads without overloading
or overdrying
•Clean the lint filter after each load
• Do all the ironing at
one time and don't
leave the iron on
while doing other
things

• Launder only full loads in the
coolest water possible
Adiust the water level for
smaller loads
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physical stature never
can understand.
Ewing came to Thompson from Rindge & Latin
High school in Cambridge, Mass. — a crackling core of raw energy
that needed a molder and
damper. In his earliest
attempts, Ewing went
critical. He got into a
fight in an exhibition
game against a touring
Yugoslavian team. Then,
he got into a shoving
match in a game against
Columbia. His latest scuffle came against
Villanova in the Big East
Conference tournament.
At one stage, in
midseason, the Hoyas
lost three in a row.
"I've become more of a
counselor lately than a
basketball coach,"
Thompson remarked at
the time."I think I've got
to stop being a counselor
and become a basketball
coach again."
After the skid was
halted, he remarked:
"For the past few games,
we had been playing
against two teams —
them and us. Tonight, we
only played against
them."
Eric "Sleepy" Floyd,
Georgetown's AllAmerican senior guard,
said Thompson had
become too embroiled in
non-basketball matters.
"Re was concerned
that we were becoming
toe aggressive. We got into a couple of fights, then
we lost a few games,"
Floyd said. "He's always
said, 'Hey, I'm not your
mother.' He doesn't want
to deal with that type of
pettiness."
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Racers rally, clip Austin Peay
A dramatic comeback
marked the Murray State
men's tennis victory over
Austin Peay, Friday.
The two opponents,
both expected to be in the
running for the Ohio
Valley Conference crown
this season, fought to a 6-3
finish with host MSU
coming out ahead.
The Racers dropped
three of their first four
singles -encounters with
only No.2 Mats Ljungman
recording a victory.

Ljungman stretched
his individual win streak
to 16 straight by blasting
Greg Carter,6-2,6-1.
Terje Persson was
upset at No.!, 6-2, 6-4, by
Hal Jolley; Finn Swarting fell at No.3,6-7, 3-6, 76, to Brad Properjohn;
and Jon Soegaard was
tripped at No.4,6-3, 2-6, 63, by Carlos Claverie.
Down 3-1, the Racers
began their rally by winning the next two singles
matches. Bobby Mon-

tgomery at No.5 defeated
Hartmut Junghahn, 4-6,
6-2, 6-3, and Steve Massed
finished off Kurt Angell in
three sets, 3-6,6-2,6-4.
In doubles PerssonSwarting edged JolleyClaverie, 6-1, 4-6, 6-1;
Ljungman-Montgomery
topped ProperjohnJunghan,6-4, 5-7, 6-2; and
Soegaard-Massad nudged
Carter-Angell, 7-5, 6-3.
Murray State increased
its' season total to 7-3 and
was scheduled for two

matches today against
Southern Illinois and Illinois State.
In women's tennis,
Murray State maintained
the lead in the University
of Tennessee at Martin
Tournament and placed
four of its six singles
players in the final round
today.
Jorinn Eid, Carla Ambrico, Cheri Simmons
and Kathy Outland
represented the Racers in
the No. 3 through No. 6

spots in today's final
round.
All three MSU doubles
teams were in the finals
as well.
Murray's,30 points led
the field with host UT-M
second with 24. Western
Kentucky was third (14)
followed by East Tennessee (8) and Austin
Peay (6).
Murray State is the UTM Tournament defending
champion.

Sports analysis

Pudgy America victimized by inactivity
By Will Griinsley
AP Special
Correspondent
The nation's health is
like a football game,says
Dr. Richard Keelor, PhD,
and, unless we wake up
quickly, we're going to
lose it.
"The average adult
American is sedentary,
overweight, suffering
from hypertension and
lower back pain," added
the 45-year-old professor
of physiology. "He is the
victim of the swivel chair
and three-martini lunch
syndrome.

particular specialty is
corporations.
"Some 75 million
Americans suffer lower
back pain," he said. "In
business and industry,
this costs $1 billion annually in lost productivity
and $250 million in
workmen's compensation.
"Premature death
costs United States industry $25 billion and 132
million workdays each
year."
Keeler, out of California's Long Beach State, a
fringe football player
briefly with the Rams

"Fifteen years ago only
eight million of our
population indulged in
any kind of regular exercise. Fortunately, that's
jumped to around 72
million with the increased emphasis on physical
fitness. But what about
the other 170 million or
so?"
Keelor is one of the 14
directors of the President's Council on
Physical Fitness and
Sports, headed by George
Allen, the former
Washington Redskins and
Los Angeles Rams football coach. The doctor's

and Broncos, later an
award-winning director
of high school sports in
Beverly Hills, Calif., was
in New York recently promoting a symposium he
will supervise April 2 in
Hershey, Pa.
The theme is: "Health
and Fitness: the Corporate View." Some of
the country's leading corporations have signed up
for the project to hear lectures, not only from
Keelor, but also a leading
cardiologist, a
psychiatrist and fitness
specialists.
The thrust is to get the

SCOREBOARD
Pro basketball

High school basketball
WARREN CENTRAL(47)
Everson 11 44 21, Tow. 2 0-1 4,
Matlock 2 4-10 8, Rich 10-1 2, Cheat 204
1 Novotny l041, Trent 1 04 1, Watkins
•04 0, Allender 0 14 1, Butts, 1 1-3 3,
Miner 0 6-0 0, Ford 0040. Totals 11 0-0
47.
NORTH HARDIN (116)
Valentine II 3-4 15, Barter S 2-3 12,
Barrow 4 2-4 10, Watts 0 2-2 31, Alias 1 44 4,Stilman 0 0-0 0, Byrd 1 114 1, Raley,
0-1 0, Williams 1041. Totals M 13-2000.
Rartime-Warren Central 24, North
Hardin 24. Fouled Out-None. Total
Fouls-Warren Central 17, North Hardin 11 Technical-North Hardin Coach
Bsvars. A2-14,008.

MADISONVILLE(0)
Baas 3 1-27, McNary 44.4 12, Curry 0
34 3, Sherri 4 14 17, Price 1 04 2,
Durham Ills, Welk 0040, Nichols 30.
14,Jones 0040,Hayes 1040,Johnson
242,West 111141. Totals 17 12-21 0.
LOUISVILLE VALLEY (II)
Lemon 02-212, Dinkins 2044, Daffy
43414, StiblItt 3 04 6, Wilma 13.423,
Pence 2544, Williams 0040, Cooper 11
III, Richards.'SIll. Nix 0041, Lee
1044,Detente-44. Totals!? 74 III.
Halftime-Louisville Valley 31,
Madisonville 24. Foaled Out-,Sablett.
Total Fouls-Madisonville It,
Louisville Valley 17. Tech:wale-Nome.
A-14,080.

LAUREL COUNTY(13)
Karr 1 7-10 11, P.Andrews 5 74 17,
Bruer 30-20, Maxey 74-1222,N.Bowltag 4 4-7 12, C.Andrews 1 2-2 11, R.Bowllog 1 $4 1, Rome 0 04 0, Hatcher ill 04 1,
Jacksee 040,Fischer 0 1-21, Rale 104
I. Totals 27 2044 C.
011E30110110(71)
Loucks 7 11-11 34, McFarland 3 2-2 8,
Johns.. 204 10, Taylor 3 2-2 0, White 11
64 11, Milks 4 24 111, Webb 11 0-2 0,
Sutherland 1 44 2. Totals 21 16-11 71.
Halftime-Laurel County 37,
Owessitere 21.

MASON COUNTY (03)
Liles 7 3.5 17, Breeze 1 64 2, Feldhass
5 3-2 11, Middleton 3 3-7 2, BeiLand 14-6
IL Walker 2 1-3 5, Littletoe 1 04 2.
Totals 15 13-24 U.
mous(111)
Osborne 2 2-2 I, Marcum 5 74 17, May
13 8-12 34, Newsome 1 2-34, Napier 21-3
2, Casebott 1 04 2. Totals 24 11-3868.
Halftime-viigie 37, Masse Count 34.
Foaled out-Breese, Feldhaes, Middleton'. Total fads-Make County 22,
Virgie 11. Technical-May.A-21,341

Record established
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- A national record
for attendance at a high
school basketball game
was established Friday
night in a quarterfinal
game of the Kentucky
State High School Basketball Tournament.
The crowd for the

Pro baseball
Major League Baseball
SMOKY"Season
Friday's Games
St.Loub i SS)1 Lou Angeles 4
Philadelphia 1 Chicago(AL)7
Kansas City 4, Pittsburgh 4, tie, l3tn011P
Toronto IS, Houston 10
San Diego 2,San Francisco 1
Cleveland 8, California 3
Minnesota 9,StLouis(SS I 4
Boston IS, Detroit 13, II innings
Baltimore 6, Cincinnati 3
Texas], New York(AL)1
New York(NL)1 Atlanta 3
Oakland vs. Chicago ( NL at Mesa.
Arts., ppd.,rain
Seattle vs. Milwaukee at Sun City,
ccd., rain
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles vs. Philadelphia at
Clearwater,Fla.
Hoaston •s. St .Louis •t
St.Petersburg, Fla .
New York (NL) vs. Montreal at West
Palm Beach,Fla .
Pittsburgh vs. Toronto at Dunedin,
Fla.
Atlanta vs. Texas at Pompano Beach,
Fla.
Cincinnati vs New York ( AL)at Fort
Lauderdale,Fla.
Minnesota vs. Boston at Winter
Have,Fla.
Chicago(AL 1 vs. Detroit at Lakeland,
Fla.
Baltimore vs. Kansas City at Fort
Myers,Fla.
San Francisco vs. San Diego at
Yams,Aril.
Chicago
L vs. Milwaukee at Sun
City, Ariz.
Oakland no, Seattle at Tempe, Are.
Cleveland vs. California at Palm Springs, Calif.
SandayliManasa
Mostreal vs. Philadelphia at Clearwater,Fla.
St.teals vs Lou Angeles at Vero
Beach,Fla .
Cincinnati vs. Atlanta at West Palm
Beach,PI..
Toronto (SS) vs. New York(NL)(SS)
al St Petersburg,Fla
Toronto (SS) vs Houston at Cocoa,
Fla,
New York I NI.) S)1
vs New York
(AL)atFort Lauderdale, Fla.
Texas vs. Baltimore at Miami,Fla
Detroit vs. Chicago (Al. at Sarasota,
Fla
Boston vs Minnesota al Orlando, Fla
K amass City vs Pittsburgh at Bradenton, Pia
Seattle no Chicago i 741.i at Mesa,
Art:
California so San Francisco at Scottsdale, Arils
San Diego vs Cleveland at Tucson,
Arts
Milwaukee on Oakland at Phoenix,
Arts

Mason County-Simon
Kenton tournament game
was 21,342, said Tom
Minter, executive director of the Lexington
Center Corp., which includes 23,000-seat Rupp
Arena.
The old record, set in
last year's state championship game between
Mason County and Simon
Kenton, was 19.776,
Minter said.

SNAPPER
EASY-WHEELIW
PERFORMER
Year-round lawn care is
a snap with the selfpropelled 21 Ho-Vac"
Six forward speedsfrom less than 1 mph
to over 3 mph in equal
increments-turn a
chore into a walk.
Hi-Vac cutting action
sets up grass for an
even cut and forcefully whirls away the
clippings.
Options include side
discharge, exclusive
attachments for
mulching grass, shredding leaves and removing harmful thatch.
For lawn machines
with unmatched versatility see your independent SNAPPER
dealer

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divides
W L Pct.
53 15
766
Boston
Philadelphia
48 21
604
35 34
507
Washington
New Jersey
35 35
500
New York
423
30 40
Central Divides
671
Milwaukee
47 23
34 35
493
Atlanta
33 37
471
Detroit
31 39
.443
Indiana
29 40
Chicago
42e
Cleveland
15 54
217
• WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divisise
W L Pct.
43 27
San Antonio
614
39 34
Denver
565
39 32
549
Houston
25 45
357
Kansas City
24 46
343
Dallas
19 51
271
Utah
Pacific Divides
47 23
.671
Los Angeles
45 24
Seattle
.652
Golden State
39 31
.217
Phoenix
38 31
551
15 34
.507
Portland
16 54
San Diego
.229
Friday's Games
Boston 125, Detroit 104
Atlanta 100, Indiana 87
Philadelphia 115, Cleveland Ill
Washington 104, New Jersey 111
San Antonio 110, Los Angeles 105
Chicago 131, New York 107
Dallas 96, Kansas City 17
Phoenix 113, Milwaukee 112
Houston 99,Seattle 97
Golden State 102, Portland 09
Saturday's Games
Detroit at New Jersey
Atlanta at Dallas
San Antonio at Utah
Phoenix at Denver
Milwaukee at San Diego

GB
611
1911
29
23

12½
14
111
17,
1
311
/
2

GB
31-s
18
19
24

Sunday's Cannes
Philadelphia at Boston
Chicago at Indiana
Los Angeles at Kansas City
Houston at Golden State
Portland at Seattle
New York at New Jersey
Washington at Cleveland
Monday's Game
Phoenix at Utah

NCAA outlook
EAST REGIONAL
At Raleigh, N.C.
Saniffeala
Valiancy' NI, Memphis Slate61 OT
North Carolina 74, Alabaman
Final
North Carobs,71, V MIMI& 61
MIDEAST REGIONAL
At Illnaingham,Ala.
Semithals
Louisville 47, Minnesota 61
Alabama-Birmingham 61, Virginia 4$
Final
Lollard* 75, Alabama-Birmingham
MIDWEST REGIONAL
At Stlesda
Boston College 60, Kansas St.63
Houston 71, Missouri 71
Final
Hesston 91, Boston College 12
WEST REGIONAL
At Prove, Utah
Semifhaide
Oregon Staten,Idaho 42
Georgetown,D.C.51, Fr.sato S140
Final
Georgetown,DC,,U,Oregon St. 45
NCAA Final Fear
At Now Orleaes
Satarday'sSeadasals
Louisville (234) vs. Georgetown,D.C.
(2114)
North Carolina (30-2) vs IIouster (257)
Meaday's Final
National Championship

Summer's coming...
Sot HOT weather!

SAVE
$100
On The GE Al-Year
Comint Machine.

country from behind the
desk and out of those easy
chairs into a bodybuilding program that not
only will prolong life
spans but make them
more productive
members of society.
-We mustn't forget
that people are animals,"
said the physiologist.
"They weren't made to
sit around, letting their
arteries get clogged,
their lungs coated and
their bodies get wasted
prematurely. They were
intended, like other
animals, to hunt and
fight."
It is the Council's aim
to turn Americans from a
race of spectators to a
race of doers.
"We all must recognize
that organized exercise
has more than just
humanistic values," he
said. "It makes good
basic and economic
sense. It's good business
to have employees who
are lean and fit."
"General Motors
spends more on health
than in buying steel," he
said. "More and more of
the big corporations Xerox, Exxon, Boeing,
Goodyear and General
Foods - are finding it to
their advantage to sponsor fitness programs for
employees."

CCHS season begins
CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS'AND BOYS'TRACK SCHEDULE
1982
Place
Opponent

Date
March
Paducah Tilghman
Tilghman Invitational
27
April
Trigg County
1
Trigg County
6
Carlisle County
Ballard Memorial
Calloway
Murray High
Heath
8
Calloway
Fulton City
17
WKC Invitational ( Boys) Murray State
20
Mayfield
Calloway
Henry County
22
Trigg County
Calloway
Union County
Mayfield
Mayfield Invit.(Boys)
24
Christian Co. Relays(Girls) Christian County
27
Paducah Tilghman
Calloway
Fulton City
29
Reidland
Madisonville-North Hopkins Calloway
May
1
Marshall County
Marshall Co. Invitational
4
Marshall County
Marshall County
8
Regionals
Calloway
15
Owensboro
Sub State
22
State Track Meet
Lexington

Time
10:00a.m.
4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
10:00a.m,
4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
9:00 a.m.
4:00p.m.
4:30p.m.
10:00 a.m.
4:00p.m.
9:00 a.m.
TBA
TBA

Hurlers get hitting lessons
By Herschel Nissenson
AP Sports Writer

Manager Pat Corrales.
"We'll try to get him
There surely are a another inning next week.
number of shell-shocked The thing which concerns
pitchers after the latest me the most is the cold
home run barrage, but weather we'll get into
one scoreless inning hurl- back North."
ed by a veteran leftGary Matthews hit a
hander may have been three-run homer for the
the most significant Phillies, boosting his sprdevelopment on the ex- ing average to .435 with 16
hibition baseball front.
runs batted in over 16
games.
Philadelphia
Tug McGraw, the 37scored the winning run in
year-old relief ace of the
Philadelphia Phillies, the bottom of the ninth
when George Vukovich
tested his surgeryraced
home from third
repaired left elbow for
base
on
Julio Franco's
the first time this spring
and came through with one-out chopper.
flying colors.
The Toronto Blue Jays
He faced tour batters outslugged the Houston
Friday, walking one and Astros 15-10 although winretiring the others on two ning pitcher Juan
grounders and a fly ball, Berenguer was tagged
in the Phillies' 8-7 victory for six runs on seven hits
over the Chicago White in five innings, including
five homers.
Sox.
-Tug threw good at
The New York Mets are
times and not so good at another club with newother times," said found power. Dave

Kingman, Joel
Youngblood and Hubie
Brooks hit consecutive
home runs in the fifth inning off Ken Dayley, a
rookie Atlanta lefthander, and the Mets
defeated the Braves 6-2,
John Montefusco and
rookie Floyd Chiffer combined on a four-hitter to
lead the Padres to a 2-1
victory over the San
Francisco Giants,
Ron Hassey's grand
s:am home run in the
seventh inning off John
D'Acquisto powered the
Cleveland Indians to their
ninth straight triumph,
an 8-3 decision over the
California Angels.
Bill Sample's two-run
single capped a three-run
first inning and the Texas
Rangers notched their
fifth victory in six games
against the New York
Yankees, winning 3-1 as
Charlie Hough pitched six
scoreless innings.

MURRAY KARATE CENTER
Offering Classes In Karate Training, Self
Defence and Fitness, For Men, Women-4
Children Of All Ages.

Professional Instruction By:
Vic Milner & John Boyer
•Shotokan Master
*Advanced Blackbelt
In Several Styles
*15 Yrs. Experience In
Martial Arts
*Chief Instructor At
Center

•Blackbelt Instructor
*Fitness Expert
*Strength Specialist
*1 8 Years Experience In
Fitness & Sports Training
*Owner Of Center

Rick Lindsey Second Degree Black Belt

Ad now SSW gel a $50 CASA 1114Und direct from GE 01% ise
EXOCUOVe Weathertron• heat pump/air conditioner.

Awl $50 Fres Reedy Themes
Meeting I Air Conditioning, hoc.
Save on both cooling and heating energy costs, too. The
Executive Wiliathertron• heat pump/air conditioner combines
two proven energy-savers. an extni-iarge coil and an
extra-efficient compressor. And you get one glide's
Weathertron• heat pumps, America's #1 soil/117
C00111 In Summer ... Heats In Winter
Save Now, Save Later. Get the $50 cash refund direct from
General Electric for installing a new GE Executive Westhertron• heat pump/air conditioner Then enjoy the
energy-saving efficiency tor years to come

To
beforeMAYi,1

refund,Installation must tat
1

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.
Let our climate control experts provide you with our in-home
analysis 01 your specific energy needs and potential sayings
Absolutely NO OBLIGATION

We bring good things to life.
ELECTRIC
GENERAL

Randy Thornton
i's

Heating 1, Air Conditioning, Inc.
Sales & Service

CENTfP

ao2 Chestert St. Aterrey

Evening Classes 6-8 P.M.
Saturdays 10-12 P.M.

Phone 753-6317
Evenings
For Appointment

753-8181

'11(301

0
S.

•

6

COPY AVAILABLE

I
14

• .4110
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National synfuel agency one step closer to its goal
firms including Koppers
Co., which proposes a $2billion coal-to-gasoline
conversion plant in
Gillette, Wyo.
—Peat Methanol
Associates, which plans
to convert peat to
methanol for use in
upgrading gasoline at a
$350-million plant in
Creswell, N.C.
—California Synfuels
Research Corp., which
proposes to convert socalled "heavy" crude
that present refineries
cannot handle into a
variety of liquid fuels at a
$49-million facility in
West Pittsburg, Calif.
The five projects which
will now negotiate with
the government for
assistance were selected
Between 400 and 500 Spanish and Latin.
from an original group of
students from 25 high
Region I competition
63 plants that applied for
schools in West Kentucky will be in two areas,
federal aid a year ago.
are expected to compete academic and nonThat number was narin the 10th annual Region academic, according to
rowed but one project
I Foreign Language Suzanne Keeslar, direcdropped out of the runnFestival at Murray State tor of the 1982 festival at
ing Wednesday, leaving
University on Thursday, Murray State and an inonly 10 for the board to
April 1.
structor in the sponsoring
G. CORN,JR.
pick from Friday.
Winners will be eligible Department of Foreign
Panhandle Eastern
to advance to the Ken- Languages.
Corp. announced it was
tucky Foreign Language
Academic competition 'The
NORTH
347-A
dropping its plan for a
man, who
•7 2
Festival at the University will be testing, recitation, does notaverage
know what to do
$3.5-billion Wyoming
VKQ
of Kentucky on May 15 to oral skills and drama, with this life, wants another
plant to convert coal to
4kJi1954
compete against other while non-academic com- one which shall last
•143
methanol, blaming the
regional winners in petition will be exhibits forever." — Anatole wEgr
current oil glut,
French, German, and music.
France.
•OS
escalating costs and high
•1065 2
interest rates.
•AQ3
hands
confew
bridge
A
Projects that lost out in
tain such imaginative brilli- 4KJ92
Friday's decisions will be
SOUTH
ancies that they live forev•A54
able to apply by May 31
er. One of these is today's
AJ 7
defensive gem conceived by
for
a second round of
CI 7
Maurice Harrison-Gray of
awards.
4A Q10 5
England.
The five losers included
ACROSS
poetry
Declarer ducked two
Vulnerable: North-South. coal liquefaction or
Answer
to
Friday's
Peak
1 Award
6 Beginning
spades, won the third and Dealer: West. The bidding:
7 French article
6 Shine
gasification plants in
MUM GION WCOU Gray (West) carefully dis11 First reader
8 Before
MOO BOO U1300 carded his diamond ace! West North East sae* Murphy Hill, Ala.; Dag12 Weirder
9 Helps
1 NT
Ilr.Ui fUU MEM This kind of discard has a Pass Pass 14
gett, Calif.; Shelbyville,
14 That man
10 Holy city of
Pass
3 NT
All
MUMS OCCOUU
15 Large shrimp
Islam
Ky.;
and Oak Ridge,
fellow
only
against
chance
pass
UUU UOU
17 Icelandic
11 Snapshot, for
and a $1.9-billion
Tenn.;
normal
the
experts
since
OIDUIDUC UUMUU
writing
short
oil shale project spon18 Away
13 More unusual UUI2
DMID intent of the play is to proOpening lead: Spade nine
20 Different
16 How's that?
MOGUL UMW= mote an entry into the East
sored by seven major oil
22 British title
19 Escapes
UUU MOO
hand in case East held Q-X this point, Gray produced companies in Uintah
23 Narrate
21 Ceremonies
CUOMO UDILIDOU in diamonds. Perhaps it was
the embarrassing diamond County, Utah.
25 Fertile spot
24 Living room
Mlle EMU WOO
27 Compass pt.
items
MCC EUU DUOU possible for declarer to have queen for down two and the The Energy Depart28 Mountain
26 Silk fabric
UCIUU ULM LICIDU deciphered what was tran- blush of the swindle burned ment, which operated the
nymph
29 Songs for
spiring (East had opened far more than the loss of the synthetic fuels program
30 In name only
two
and it might have been dan- game.
32 Big birds
31 Prying device 37 Rip
51 Society page
before the corporation
gerous for West to discard
34 Withered
33 Symbol of
39 Fruit
word
over, has already
took
of
had
all
unless
he
an
ace
authority
Bid with Cora
35 Regard
40 Fiber plant
53 Guido's note
handed out two awards to
35 Harvests
38 Flavor
43 Urges on
the outstanding high cards),
56 Explorer —
41 Digraph
36 Symbolic
oil shale projects in Col46 Every
Soto
however, he took the bait South holds: 3-27-B
42 Precipitous
birds
48 Barracuda
56 Chaldean city and veered away from
orado.
44 Zeus's wife
•A54
diamonds, the surest way to
In a related matter, the
45 Ripen
RAJ 7
game.
47 Masts
board Friday raised
4117
49 Bellwether
A heart was led to
questions about a shale
46A Q10115
50 Scheme
dummy's king and a finesse
oil project that has
52 Figure of
to declarer's club 10 lost to
speech
already gotten a $1.1West's jack. Continuing the Saadi North
54 Nickel
billion government loan
14
5masquerade in diamonds,
guarantee.
55 Withdraw
West led the diamond trey
57 Flood
During the closed
and South refused to gamble
59 Gauzy
ANSWER:One no trump. A meeting, the board voted
winning
finesse,
on
a
60 Looks fixedly
dummy's king. A low club complete maximum for this to look into possible cost
DOWN
from dummy revealed the minimum rebid (13-15 HCP) overruns at the Colony oil
1 Rather have
bad news and West was and for that reason some shale project sponsored
2 New Eng.
to win with his nine. might open one no trump. by Tosco Corp. The board
allowed
State
--West exited with a heart to Seed bridge rpsestkies
3 MischiefNoble to into The Aim, directed
dummy's queen and declar- P.O Bo* 12363, Dalian Texas 7522$, vestigate whether initial
maker
4 Cipher
er played ace and another witk self•addreesed, stamped envelope price predictions provid5 Muse of
down one. At far reply,
club conced
ed by Tosco are now outknow
that
We
dated and whether this
Spring.
windy.
Spring.
Jeopardizes the success of
Spring is near when
the venture.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The agency given the job
of spurring development
of a synthetic fuels industry in the United
States is one step closer
to opening the spigot for
billions of dollars in
government assistance.
After seven hours of
discussion behind closed
doors. the U.S. Synthetic
Fuels Corp.'s board of
directors emerged late'
Friday to announce five
finalists for awards.
The winners come from
five different states.
Three of the plants in
Tennessee, Kentucky and

Wyoming would convert
coal into either liquid or
gaseous fuels, a North
Carolina plant would produce liquid methanol
from peat and a California plant would convert
heavy crude oil into gas
and fuel oil.
Combined, the plants
represent an investment
of 98.4 billion to produce
the energy equivalent of
87,000 barrels of oil daily.
That equals less than 5
percent of the goal set by
Congress of producing 2
million barrels a day of
synthetic fuels by the
year 1992.

MSU slates festival

But since taking office,
the Reagan administration has sharply scaled
back the scope of the synthetic fuels program
championed by former
President Carter.
Instead of a proposed
$88 billion, the corporation has only $14.6 billion
to hand out as subsidies to
attract the private investment needed to build the
gigantic facilities.
All five finalists are
seeking either loan
guarantees or price
guarantees from the
government.
Corporation Chairman
Edward Noble said the
five projects have no
assurance that they will
end up with assistance.
That will come only if
they survive intensive
negotiations during
which the corporation
will further scrutinize the
projects and dicker with

each company over exactly how much aid it will
receive. Those negoations will not end before
August at the earliest.
By far the biggest of the
five plants is a 35.3-billion
facility planned for
Breckinridge County,
Ky., to produce 50,000
barrels of liquid fuels a
day from coal. That project is sponsored by subsidiares of Ashland Oil
and Bechtel Corp.
The other four finalists
are:
—The city of Memphis,
Tenn., which wants to
turn coal into synthetic
natural gas at an $822million facility. This project was one of six plants
the Carter administration
had earmarked to get
direct federal help, a plan
overturned by President
Reagan's budget cuts.
—Hampshire Energy,a
joint venture of several

THE ACES®IRA

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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WHAT'S YOUR
GOOFY DOG
DOING TODAY
)
HARRY?

1

REAL
CHARACTER

—1•Cdwa~or.

—TODAY HE'S'TAK I NG
HIMSELF FOR A WALK

`-'
•I0

Dr. John Houck, professor of management at
the University of Notre
Dame, will be the
featured speaker at the
Business Ethics Conference March 29-30 at
Murray State University.

Sponsored by the
Houck has lectured and
United Campus Ministry conducted workshops on
and the university's College of Business and the role of religious and
Public Affairs, the con- humane values in
ference is open to business. He also has
students, faculty and the published several articles
business community.
and business reviews.

Vietnam veterans memorial goal in sight
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Jan Scruggs first
began pushing the idea of
a memorial to Vietnam
veterans three years ago,
it was a lonely fight. Now
his goal is in sight.
Scruggs joined 125 Vietnam veterans and
dignitaries Friday to
break ground for the
memorial to remember
the 2.7 million Americans
who fought in one of the
nation's most divisive
wars. The goal is to finish
in time to dedicate it Nov.
11, Veterans Day.
On a blustery day,
Scruggs and the other
Vietnam veterans were
widely praised during the
hour-long ceremony, with
backers of the memorial
hoping it will help unite
the nation in honoring the
men who fought.
When

"Let this memorial
begin the healing process
and forever stand as a
symbol" of national unity,said Scruggs.
Scruggs, an Army infantryman who was
wounded in Vietnam, is
president of the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial
Fund, the organization he
created to raise the $7
million needed for the
memorial.
The memorial is being
built on two acres in Constitution Gardens between the Lincoln
Memorial and the
Washington Monument.
It is in the shape of a "V,"
with the ends pointing
toward the structures
honoring the two
presidents. The black
granite walls will be inscribed with the names of

the 57,692 dead and missing Americans.

Designed by a Yale
University student, the
memorial was criticized
by some veterans, 27
members of Congress
and the conservative
publication National
Review. They said it did
not properly honor the
veterans.
Two days ago, Scruggs
announced a compromise
in which a flagpole, a
statue and two inscriptions will be added to the
memorial.
One inscription will
read: "We are honored to
have had the opportunity
to serve our country
under difficult circumstances ... God Bless
America!" Those were
the words spoken by
Jeremiah Denton.

Hospital lists admissions, dismissals
Adults 159
Nursery 6
3-2442

Rt. 7, Mayfield, Jackie R.
Bell, 514 Gordon, Paris,
Tenn.
L. C. Winchester, Rt. 1,
Newborn Admissions
Farmington, Twyla D.
Kathy Underhill and Hopkins, Rt. 2, Kara Beth
Baby Boy,Rt.3.
Adair, Rt. 2, Calvert City,
Susan Mayfield and Lilburn Dale Barnett, Rt.
Baby Boy, Rt. 8.
6, Mary Ann Futrell, Rt.
Vicki Green and Baby 1, Almo, Mildred K.
Boy, Rt. 6, Mayfield.
Stalls, 407 North Fifth St.
Sadie Nell Waters, 1397
Johnson, Rollie C.
Dismissals
Sara J. Housman, D3 Sumner, Dills Tr. Ct.,
Southside Manor, Christina F. Adesanya,
Carmen Sue Garland and 906 College Cts., Mary I.
Baby Boy,Rt.5,Rebekah Warren, 808 Minerva,
L. Clapp and Baby Girl, Victoria A. Holton, 1553
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DO YOU WANT
FIRST — COFFEE OR A
LETTER FROM BEETLE!

I
Donnie Beaman am
no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Donnie
Beaman.

2. Notice

Oxford, Christine Key,
205 North 10th St.
W.P. West, Rt. 7, Penny
J. Kelly, Rt. 3, Betty L.
Kelso, 806 Sunny Lane,
Timothy J. Wright, Rt. 5,
Barbara J. Thorn, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Wanda R.
Butler, Rt. 2.
Carlton Dale Litchford,
Hazel, Nellie A. McCallon, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Connie Adams, 423 South
10th St., Willie B.
Hopkins, 1104 Mulberry,
Vallie S. Slinker, Rt. 7,
Lovena Schroader, Rt. 1,
Dexter.

•

Wedding

•

Photograr,
Carter
Studio •
•
Moon
7f; 8:550
4030C

PONT LIKE TO BE
TOO WIDE AWAKE
WHEN I HEAR WI-1AT
I-1E5 UP TO

For Solo

NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
day
stha:
rt ty Fri;
8-1 2.

Kenny Rigors
kens
os•er wows

Cooks and counter help
full and part time.
Apply in person at
T.J.'s Bar-B-Que 106
Chestnut.
Experienced body man
wanted. 753-5119.

1

Levi leans:
Mon's $15.95
Womon's mW 'Aims
$23.95
Rodents $14.95
Ckidroos $12.95

We ivy
IS.'
Como fly is. sm otor
Weaker Vone's

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
5110 llorti Nord
Wormy, 14.
753-3251

NUCLEAR PLANT
OPERATOR TRAINEE
No experience necessary. We have openings
for high school grads
17-2/. Program includes
hands-on experience at
a nuclear generating
plant. Full pay while
training. Phone toll
Mon Fri
free
I am- 2 pm
1-800-238-5580.
Nurses needed. RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
3-11
time or part time
or 11-7 shifts. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care inn. 502-217-0200.
Opening for professional hair dresser.
Call Tina & Co. 753-9817.
Pay 60 percent
commission.
Summer help needed.
Male part-time college
student preferred. You
can work around your
school hours. Call 901232-8221 Cyprest Bay
Resort.
TECHNICAL TRAIN'
ING PROGRAMS We
train
pay salary for
17-31 high school grads.
Phone toll free
MonFri.
IlamIpm
1401)2
3
5510.

The family of Palmer
(Doc) Arnett deeply
appreciate all of the
kindness shown during
the loss of our dear one.
We express our thanks
Dr.
to Dr. Tucker
Clark and nurses. Also
to the many friends and
neighbors for flowers
and food. and the many
kind thoughts of
memories they left with
us. We all will remember your kindness.
Paula
Eva Arnett
Shaw Lynda Wade.

i. Help Wanted

Antiques

04
,
1 11 Mug
Op..9...- to 9 p.m.
753-7113

•

Large assortment
of pais Mt.
geld dipped leaf
paints aml mins
Meant styles
$2.95 Eaci
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Gold & Silver
Pawn Shop
OlYmPk Phu
7S3-7113
Open amt.
te .m.

$24.95

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

Help Wanted

- 3. Card of Thanks

2. Notice

‘"-

ele Th

••.011.10417

Managementprofessor to speak

X"X 310
1. Legal Notice

Hes A

PERSONALIZED PRINT — Ken Holland personalized his print "The Fruit
We Bear" on March 25 and Gladys Blackford of the Blackford House Gallery
presented the print to Lou Huie for the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce office.
Staff photo by Kate A. Reeves

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
4112 Ma SONO
Mornay, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Moo.Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00
Soo.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: male black and
white long haired cat in
area .01 Doran Rd.
Weighs about 12Ibs.
Answers to Pee Wee.
Phone 435 1193 after
6om

Medical Record Director R RA-AR T. Manage
a 6 person department
and coordinate quality
assurance activity in a
100 plus bed accute care
hospital. Accredited by
JCAH In the Purchase
Area. Experience
strongly preferred.
Please submit resume
and salary required to
PO Box 10406 Murray,
Ky, 42071.

"Me

INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL
CONSTRUCTION CRAFTSMEN
WANTED
Phase provide written list of
references and skills. The following
crofts are required:
CARPENTER
PLUMBER IPIPEFITTER I WELDER
SHEET METAL WORKER
OPERATOR
IRONWORKER
Said Repko To:
P.O. lox 1040A
Merrily, Ky. 42071

•
•
-

-4?

-----"t000seiatoor

0

011.

BEST

COPY 1

l'41

ii THE Ml 111111 .

TI)1ES. tialstrtis • %MI 27, I982

Mielk

I. Help Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

Immediate position Colonial couch and
chair. Excellent condi
available for Ky licen
sett registered nurse as non. 753 4511.
Director of Nursing DIVORCE SALE! Liv
Service
of 100 bed ing room suite
(I)
Intermediate Care brown plaid rocker.
Facility in Paducah
chair
sofa and otto
Ky. Competitive salary man
(2) pine end
offered and excellent tables
(1) lamp good
An condition. Dining room
fringe benefits
Equal Opportunity suite solid oak table. (6)
Employer Send resume chairs
(2) leaves
with photo 2 letters of
i
o
reference from former cabinet and hutch
employeTs or pro
(china cabinet) excel
essional persons to Box lent condition! Must see
1137 Paducah Ky.
to believe! Must be sold
before March 30th
9. Situation Wanted
Phone 753 2400 or after
5p.m. 753-6172.
Responsible mother will
babysit your child any- Formica top dinette and
4 chairs. 753 7182.
time. Days.' nights
For sale 2 couches and
week-ends
full time.
part time
or drop in. miscellaneous house
items. Prices negoita
Call 759-1692.
Will break and disc ble. For more informa
gardens. Call 753 5443 or lion call 767-2477 or
767 2874.
753-014/.
Will break and disc Frigidaire dishwasher,
garden. mow lawn and GE electric clothes
1 pair Walkie
light hauling. Call 753 dryer
Talkies. Call 753 2501
8649.
after 5p.m.
Will cut and remove
dead or unwanted trees Maple table
chairs
and shrubs. Call for free antique organ,
baby
estimates before 2:30 at bed
couch and chair,
753-5484.
twin beds,
electric
Will mow yards and do stove refrigerator. 7539138. 753-5292.
odd jobs. 753-649/.
Wilt mow yards and do Now taking orders for
odd' jobs. Experienced. Fingerling catfish. 753
5693 nights 759 4649.
Call 753-6032 or 753-7190.

10. Business Opportunity
Friendly Home Toy
Parties now in our 27th
year, is expanding and
has openings for managers and dealers.
Party plan experience
helpful. Guaranteed
toys and gifts. No cash
investment, no collecting. delivering car and
phone necessary. Call
collect, Carol Day. 518489-8395.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7531109
436 2844 after
5p.m.
Store building with
fixtures.
will accept
boat or car in on trade.
Fold down camper
$450.,
17ft. fiberglass
boat with walk through
windshield
trailer
a
50hp motor $1600.
antique watches and guns.
Call 436-2506.

14. Want to Buy
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Want To Buy: 35-40 acre
farm with tobacco base.
Modern house within 10
miles of Murray. Call
Vickie at Spann Realty
753-7724.
Want to buy World War
II German or Japanese
relics. Such as guns
uniforms
swords
metals. 334-3646.

15. Articles for Sale
6 Michelin tires. FR
78x14 good condition.
753-3450.
Air compresser. Dill
Electric. 753-9104.
Bake and broil range
elements, dryer belts
all makes. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales and
Service. 753-2825.
Country eggs for sale.
753-8669.
Martin houses 6 room
$24.99, 12 room $345.99
1
room $49.99
2/ room
$59 .99 . Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
We buy and sell used air
conditioners. Call 7539104.

16. Home Furnishings

.4111 -

Antique bedroom furniture. Round mirror
dressing table with new
bedding. Early 30's.
$200. 753-8524.
Beautiful living room
suite and 2 lamps. 1
French bedroom suite
and kitchen appliances.
Like new. 362-4938
Halina Sapp.

22. Musical

1000 and 1415
gallon NH3 Nurse
tanks with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
row in 15 ft. to 21
ft. widths. A complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH3
accessories.

James L.
Kellet Co.
Sikeston,
Mo. 63801
314-471-0988
Red Belly Ford tractor
and 6 pieces of equipment. 10hp riding lawn
mower. 759 1789.
Set of 14in. Ford plows.
Real good condition.
753-2987.
Tractor and Equipment. Older Ford
Ferguson tractor
good
shape. Bushhog
plow.
disc
carry all.
corn
drill. Call 753-5454.
Tractor tires new and
used flew disc blades
$3.95 and up. Kough
Equipment Sales Hwy
94W 382-2207 Farmington Ky. 42040.
Truck tool boxes.
3pt.
seeders hydrolic oil for
all tractors. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

20. Sports Equipment
BICYCLES
Good
selection of guaranteed
used bicycles. Trades
accepted. Spoke
Pedal Dixieland Ctr.
753-0388

WALLIS DRUG

•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•NOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fret Delivery ea Piescriptiees le City UIREIS

HORNBUCKLE BARBERSHOP
225 L.P. Mier St.(*.Prow CannelitY C•000,1

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
NI:Nus
Mon., Ties., Wed., Them., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 753-3685

41. Public Sale

27. Mobile Home Sales

Baldwin organ double
keyboard
Base foot
pedal
volume control
and fun machine Ex
cellent condition
Call
753 2632
CAR STEREO Pioneer
kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753 0113.

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid
balance due or monthly payments.

CLAYTON'S
753-7575
Like new Tenor Sax
Selmer Signet. $295.
with case Call 753-7581.

23. Exterminating

For termites, roaches,
ants, any pests.

753-7794

12)(60 Furnished 2 bed
room. all electric cen
tral heat air condition.
house furniture. 153
4091.
I2x65 'Trailer for rent
with option to buy.
759 1907.
Two 2 bedroom fur
nished or unfurnished
mobile homes
New
furniture and carpet
air condition. Rent
$85. $150. Shady Oaks.
753 5209.
Two bedroom trailer.
Extra nice near
Murray. No pets. Call
489 2118.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Call 759 4658.

30. Business Rentals

43. Real Estate

Two to 3 bedroom cabin
waterfront on Kentucky
Lake. 2 last weeks of
April and possibly 1st
week of May. Phone
753-4875 753 8116.

lb you've been con
sidering purchasing
real estate
give us a
call at 753-1222. The
Kopperud Realty Staff
of experienced Realtors
can make home hunting
a pleasant experience
for you. We currently
have an excellent
selection of quality
homes-all price ranges.
Let us go to work for
you by phoning 753 1222
anytime.

21. Mobile Home Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Purdom IL Thurman
Insurance 8,
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

32. Apts. For Rent

24. Miscellaneous

For rent 2 trailers 1 2
bedroom apartment.
1215. Call 753 7975.
Nice 1 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town. $160.
Garden available. 753
8848.
Nice furnished small
apartment. Inquire 100
S. 13th St. Single only.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
DIAMOND
One bedroom apart
;19.00 each set on
ment. Living room
your charm or Penkitchen
furnished.
Near downtown. Call
dant. No Gimmicks!
753-9251 or 753-5414.
Lee's Immediate
One block from MSU.
Jewelry Repair
Living room
kitchen
404 N. 12th
and laundry facilities.
Boys only. $60. deposit.
7 -9
$60. per month. 759-4538.
Three bedroom house
Moving Must Sell! near Kenlake Resort.
Magnavox color console RM. plus deposit. 4423877.
t.v. 25in. like new
T w o bedroo.m
767-2901.
SEASONED townhouse apartment.
range.
re
FIREWOOD. Mixed Carpeted
frigeratOr.
hardwoods
available. $27.50 a rick dishwasher
washer-dryer
delivered. Call John disposal.
hookup. Central heat
Boyer at 753-8536.
and air. 753-7550
753Stack 3 CB beams and 7559.
coax. Good condition.
Two bedroom duplex
489-2436.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents. central heat and air
outlets for washer and
Call 345-2861.
dryer. Available April
Upright piano. $200. 1st. No pets. $195.
Call 759-4176 9 to 5; 753-9741.
436-2625 evenings.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment 311 N. 5th .
25. Business Services
Water furnished. $155.
HODGES TAX SER- per month. No pets. Call
VICE. The Income Tax 753-1203.
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Two small apartments
Murray. Ky. Call 759on lake. Blood River
1425.
area. $75. month. 4362427.
Aloe Vera liquid $9.
quart. $27. gallon. Gene
Jos 705 S. 4th
753-4320. Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
shampoo
make-up
body lotion
soap
and
bath oil.
Formal size 9 worn 1
time. 753-3533.

26. TV-Radio

Who said big Is
better? Are you
tired of having
your property lost
in a backlog of
LISTING? Bring it
to MTG and let us
give it a personal
touch. Call Bob
Haley at 7534000 or 4892266.

INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

33. Rooms for Rent
One block from university. Call 753-6933 or
753-1R12.

Color 25 inch

TV, Only
25.00 per month.
New warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

CAR STEREOS
by Pioneer Sony and
Marantz Expert installation and service.

WORLD OF
SOUND
222 S. 12th
753-5865

44. Lots for Sale

Big White Elephant
Sale and Bake Sale'
Sat. 8 304.30 at the
Special Education Bldg
on N. 16th St Sponsored
by Student Council for
Exceptional Children.
Fairground Flea
Market
Murray
Ca I Loway Co.
Fairgrounds. Opening
dates April '2 3 1
1982
Phone days 753 4669
nights 753 4570.
Ge•age Sale- Fri.
March 26
Sat March
27 8:30a m 6p.m. 1532
Beckett Dr. (S. end of
Canterbury 2 story gold
house). Lots of nice
good
household items
toys
coke
clothing,
trays
PLUS MUCH
MORE
Yard Sale Saturday.
plants
Shoes boots
1507
and more
Clayshire Dr

I2x65 Atlantic 2 bed
partially fur
room
mshed $4000 Call after
op m 492 8301

STATE WIDE
PEST CONTROL

19. Farm Equipment
1963 4000 Ford tractor
gas burner. 1964 12x65
mobile home. 3 bedroom 3At acre of ground.
Call 489-2228
nights
489-2760.
Chain drive 5hp master
tilt tiller. Regular
$379.95 on sale $329.95.
Disc blades heavy duty
to fit all discs. Get our
price before you buy. 10
percent off in March on
all blades. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
Four row John Deere
corn planter good con
dition. 140gal. fuel tank
with 2 hand pumps. Call
after 6p.m. 753-4936.
Lombard gas trimmer
With blade. Regular
$189.95 on sale for
$169.95. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.
MT John Deere Tractor
with cultivator high
clearance,
good condition. Call 1-527-7413
collect.
New tires for tractors
and farm equipment.
On farm tire service.
Vinson Tractor Co.
753 4892

3
E3F
il lr

34. Houses for Rent
Four bedroom 2 bath
very large home. Lots
of room for everything.
In country $250. a
month. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.
Three bedroom double
garage. New furniture
newly decorated. Large
garden spot. Off Hwy
12) and Airport Rd.
753-5209.
Two bedroom house
with utility room. outside storage.
garden
spot. Marrieds only.
References and deposit
New Providence
area.
492-8594.

THE HEART OF
AY
MURR
live conveniently
Yes
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
home-ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well kept home has
all you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. Unbelievably priced at
only 529. 000. Call Spann
Realty Associates 4oday
753-7724.

35. Farms for Rent

Farm house for rent.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Garden plot and garage
available. Quiet setting.
I2x65 All electric, parspring in yard. near city
tially furnished
1 /
1
2
limits. $225 month Call
bath
big kitchen. all
753-8096
carpeted
underpinnporch and steps
tiedowns
air conditioner included. $4800. Call
436-5671.

O

36. For Rent or Lease
Farm Land For Lease.
The Murray Calloway
Development Corpora
tion will accept bids on
the former Tappen
acreage for farming
Contact Bill Teuton at
the Chamber of Corn merce 753-5171.

12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
12x70 Festival. 3 bed
room
2 bath. central
a
conditioning unit
un
de rp inning included. 37. Livestock-Supplies
753-5561.
Holstein calves 2 to 5
Extra nice 1978 14x60
Call 753-5927.
trailer. Central heat month.
Milk goats (does
and air and underpin
buck
s
fling. Call 753-5677.
kids). Call 759-4176 9 to
For sale 1974 12x40 2.5
5; 436-2625 evenings.
miles from MSU camSheep; 13 mixed breed
pus. Set up
under
7 lambs
pinned, ready to move ewes. 1 ram
into. $2990. Call 759-1253 Call 759 4176 9 to 5,
436 2625 evenings.
after 5p.m.
One 10x45 2 bedroom 38. Pets-Supplies
furnished mobile home,
good condition. 1 12x65 2 AKC German Shepherd
bedroom 2 bath fur- puppies. Registered
Spitz and Eskimo pup
nished mobile home
good condition. Call pies. 60 champions, also
guard dog Call 554 2153.
753 4808

T Strout,
Repity

Office Coast to Coast
Buyers free' Everywhere
leholoie Service Slice 1100
1112 Celdwoter Reed
Norm, liewtecky 12071
(502)753-1186
/twine
JOE L. 11/111011
Ink*,
licensed & 110R41011

47. Motorcycles

51. Campers

53. Services Offered

1915 Honda 400 CC 1
cylinder
5000 total
mileage
Excellent
condition with new
tires $950 Call 753 4614
before 5p m
753 1326
after Sp m

1978 Airstream travel
with all
trailer 31ft
equipment
Used 4
times always kept in
dry storage Call 753
4389 or 753 5960.
1979 Jaco 26ft Robbin
camper
Also 1 row
John Deere drill. 753)494 days
753 7263
nights.
Parking space for
campers.
trailers
house trailers on lots
over looking lake. By
the week
month season or year. Call 4365519 anytime.
Small camper trailer
sleeps 4 can be pulled
with small car. All new
interior. $750. 474-2741.

30 years Carpentry
experience
Barns
garages Also
houses
additions on houses and
trailers. Repairs and
remodel 436 2258 after
Sp m.

Lot for sale in Sherwood
Forrest Subd. i00x165
492 8301 call after isp.m
Ninety foot frontage lot
shopping
near banks
groceries. Neighbor
hood pride reflected in
the well kept homes of II. Auto Services
your future neighbor
..never before Used Volkswagon parts
hood
good tune up
offered at $5500
break lobs at
financing available. Duane's Place 435-4272.
Dial 753 1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
YOLKS

45. Farms for Sale
Twenty eight acre farm
with about 25 acres in
good cropland. Nice
wooded building site
Blacktop road frontage
on Ky 893 near Ky 121
Reasonably priced
225 acre farm near New
Concord. Good bottom
land now in wheat
Blacktop Road. Some
timber. Good creek
Owner financing. John
C. Neubauer Real Estate 753 0101 or 753 7531.

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout
2
baths
large living
room and den 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489 2145
or 753 2493.
Assumable like new 2
year old home. Fenced
in yard
garage
heat
pump plus extras Call
owner 153-8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759 1707.
Atmosphere of restfulness in this three bedroom ranch located on
2.77 acres. Children will
be occupied with their
own playhouse while
you prepare meals in an
all electric kitchen that
makes cooking fun.
You'd have loved to live
here as a child. First
time offered
$59 500....Don't wait
another minute to see
this ''more for your
money
home. Dial
753 1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
For sale or rent with
Option to buy; 5 room
small house; 4 years
old. With central heat
and air.
1 acre lot.
Owner financing
available. 20 miles west
of Murray. Call
House
7538324. for sale by
owner. 6 rooms and
bath
built-in garage.
Completely furnished.
1st class. Priced $35 000.
759-4707.
Nice two bedroom
house on large parcel of
land near lake. Priced
at 116 000 with $2 000
down and balance
financed by owner at 10
percent. Immediate
possession. John C.
Neubauer,
Real
Estate.
753-0101 or 753-7531.
On the lake in Pine
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
garage and dock. $47.
500.436-2102.

Three bedroom home on
Hwy 94. Formal dining
room.
living room
large game room.
Private setting and
convenient location.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Three bedroom house
with !arge lot fn Hazel
partly furnished. Build
in stove
lots cabinet
space. Extra nice. 7530861
Three bedroom
large
living room
2 bath
kitchen dining room 2
utility rooms
den and
sunporch. carport. Lot
128x250. 759 4123.
Two bedroom house
garage large lot garwell
den
shade. 4
I
e
s
out at Stella iust off 121.
Small down payment
balance like rent. Low
interest. 489-2595.

47. Motorcycles
1978 Harley Davidson
Electra glide,
stereo
system
extra chrome
touring pak
light rails.
After 7p.m. phone (901)
344-2084 Dresden Tn.
1978 Yamaha INKS low
mileage. Call 753 4548.
1980 Honda CB 900
Custom. Betters windiammer and box. $2400.
753-8908 after 5p.m.
Honda Moped. 171 miles
with baskets $525. 2
refrigerators. -.L$50.
1
5100.753-3942.

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.
Insured for foul Protection
Roach & Insect Control
Yam, Tree & Shrubbery Treatment

s

cowa01.

TERMITE CONTROL
HOME OWNED &
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE 1947
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED

_ JiaI
753-3914
100S. 13TH ST

MURRAY KY

WAGON
REPAIRS
Beetles, Square
Backs, and Fast
Backs. Reasonable
rotes. Will enderan
anyone's prices. MN
do at your convenience. Call for appointment after 5
p.m.
759-9420

52. Boats-Motors

Lawn mower servive
free pickup and delivery service. 753-5367
after 5p.m*.
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
gas inair condition
stallation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Make the best of a bad
situation and save
money. Been window
shopping and seen new
car prices? Keep your
car and imagine a new
interior. Tell us what
you want. Will make
your car as nice as any
new one. Bill's Upholstery behind DQ.
753-8085.
clean
air
and Fence sales at Sears
door
power. $1075. Call 489- now. Call Sears 753-2310 Need work on your
prunfor free estimate for trees? Topping
2595.
ing. shaping complete
1975 Ford Granada good your needs.
For your lime hauling removal and more. Call
condition. Low mileage.
10. 0)VER'S TREE
I owner. Can be seen at and lime spreading
SERVICE for Pro1504 Canterbury Or. or white rock gravel and
care.
coal hauling. Call 753- fessional tree
call 753 9217.
753-8536.
1975 Mercury Marquis 4545 or see Roger
P & D Lawn Service. We
good condition. $1000. Hudson. Located 10
are now giving esmiles east on Hwy 94.
Call 753-4910.
timates on lawn mow1977 Monte Carlo. Free estimates. All ing
service and small
your
electrical
plumbPower steering
tree service. Call 436ing.
well
pumps
heatbr a ke s
2997 or 436-2315.
air conditioning
air
AM-FM. Excellent ing.
condition. 1977 Grand painting and insulating Professional painting
paperhanging.
comneeds. Call 753-9673.
Prix SJ. Moon roof
residential
GENERAL HOME mercial,
power steering
farm
REPAIR. 15 years ex- interior-exterior,
brakes
buildings.
estimates.
perience. Carpentry.
air
AM-FM 8-track
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
plumbing.
loaded with lots of other concrete.
sliding. NO Professional Carpet
extras. Good condition. roofing.
Call 759-1361 after 5p.m.
JOB TO SMALL. Free Cleaning. Let the people
1977 Thunderbird. En- estimates. Days 474- who know your carpets
clean your carpets. Joe
gine 302 low milage. 1 2359 nights 474-2276.
Smith Carpet Ctr. 753new tires
cruise con- Guttering by Sears.
6660.
trol.
good condition. Sears continuous gutCall 767 4788.
ters installed for your
1979 Firebird Formula. specifications. Call
44. 000 miles
AM-FM Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
tape,
rear defroster
a
1
1 Do you need your
Need a sassed elipower. $4700. or best carpets cleaned? Find
offer. Must sell. Call out how inexpensive it
sion? Local
can be done. with deep
753 5086 after 5p.m.
reform's. Cell
1979 Spirit 6 cylinder. steam cleaning. Call
Wised. 759-1718
Jeff
753-0015.
Loaded.
26. 000 miles
753-8076.
Wtr
R dade. 1803 College A4phait driveways and
Fm.
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es- Sammy Tidwell Painttimates call 753-2310.
ing and Contracting.
CARPENTER SER- Experienced interior
1981 Pontiac BowVICE. New homes
and exterior painting.
nevilk Coupe. Loadadditions
custom kit- Free estimates. Call
ed. One Owner Local
chens
all remodeling. 753-4686 or 753-0187.
Car. 11,000 miles.
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
Signs painted. Truck
Concrete. block brick. lettering. Excellent re21 years experience. No ferences. 436-2506.
Oldsmobile
job to large or small. Wet basement? We
Free estimates. Call make wet basements
Pontiac
753-5476.
Cadillac
dry.
work completely
guaranteed. Call or
1406W. Ma
Wilmslow Service Ce. write: Morgan Con753.5315
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
*Oil=Mlviell
409 A Paducah
Ky.
costs' We via. 42001 or call 442-7026.
1980 Fiesta. Good gas
Will mow yards. 15
biameces. tall lin Ed
air conmileage
years experience. Work
biley,153-18N.
ditioned
18. 000 miles.
guaranteed. Call 753$3800. Call 759-9420 after
6564.
6p.m.
E 100r1cor Rillaars. Will sharpen hand saws
72 LeMans convertible
Free estimates. Licen- chain saws and skill
heating saws. Call 753-4656.
automatic,
air
all sed electrician
and air conditioning.
power. New 1800 stereo
56. Free Column
mag wheels; 66 435-4397.
Mustang
coupe
auto- FLOOR SANDING and Female Shepherd 1
matic runs good. extra finishing. Stained floors years old
spaded.
clean on inside needs a a speciality. Dodeau Gentle
not use to
little body work; 69 Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
children. 436-2236.
Eldorado low mileage
clean. loaded. Priced to
sell private party. After
6:00 753-3277; day 7537575.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

PURDOMS

J.C. & CSheeting

50. Used Trucks
1960 Chevy pickup. Excellent condition. 7535561.
1970 Internatonal
pickup. New clutch,
pressure plate
exhaust
rebuilt transsystem
mission
and more.
Good wood hauler. 7532952.
1974 Ford pickup truck.
37 000 actual miles in
good condition. Call
753-8729 after 6p.m.
753-8781.
1975 Jeep-Cherokee 4x4
Good condition. Asking
$2000. Call 753-4686 after
5p.m.
1978 Ford Ranger Super
Cab. S2900. Call after
6p.m. 753-3832.
Jeeps
Government
Surplus listed for $3 196.
sold for 84400. For
information call 312-9311961 Ext. 1774.

51. Campers
1977 23ft. Minnie motor
home. Air on engine air
on roof. low mileage
extra nice. Local private owner. Phone 7531566.
Ventura Pop up camper
with swing out kitchen.
Awning and refrigerator. Excellent condition.
753 3785.

Indvsfrial, Commercial
and Residential Sheeting
We put on Siang
(obi er new bwildimp)

We repair Siding
(If possible)

We also put on galvanized and 111111111111111
reefs.

753-0329 after 5 p.m.

William Nall Pasco, DMD

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of
General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only
Evening Hours Available
1653 Calloway Ave. 753-1914
r,

.
_
--44410"019418Mareaseverowsvser •
-

•

PY AVAILABLE

K & K STUMP REMO
vAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.

Delcraft aluminum
boat. Practically new. 4
/
1
2hp Johnson motor.
Call 753-8729 after 6p.m.
49. Used Cars
753-8781.
1966 Chevy Impala in Dock space available
good condition. AM-FM for pontoon boats.
tiap5
39e. 72 000 miles. 753- Cypress Springs Resort
436-5496.
loft.
1967 Pontiac Catalina. Glastron
Good 400 Motor
with runabout. Walk through
400 turbo trans.
new windshield, power tilt
tires. $400. Call 759-4176 life jackets
cushions
winter cover
9 to 5; 436-2625 evenings.
60
trailer. 7531968 Volkswagon and Evinrude
Doon buggy. Kenworth 9274 after 5p.m. $2000.
frame with bad engine. firm.
489 2436.
1973 Plymouth Fury 53.Services Offered
Broughm. Full power.
Landscaping this
excellent condition
18mpg. Must sell. $1295. spring? Plan before you
or best offer. Call plant call Terra-Plans.
Landscape Consulting
767-2273.
1974 Chevrolet Malibu. 1 489-2626.

•
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McReynolds' Henry dies
Friday
services
at hospital
on Sunday

•

David Bruce Henry, 79,
Services for Orvis D. Rt. 1 Almo, died Friday
(Bub) McReynolds will at 7.45 p.m., Murraybe Sunday Jt 2 p.m. in the Calloway County
chapel of Filbeck and Hospital.
He is survived by his
Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. Burial will follow wife, Geraldine "Jerry"
in Vennie Starks Davidson Henry; a
Cemetery in Marshall daughter, Shirley Janet
Grotjohn, Beaver Dam,
County.
Friends may call at Wis.; a brother, George
funeral home after 5 p.m. D. Henry, Jonesboro,
Saturday.
--Ark.; and two grandchildren, Kirk and Kristy
Mr. McReynolds, 74, Grotjohn.
112 South Fifth St.,
Funeral services will
Mayfield, died Friday be conducted by Dr.
morning at Community Walter Mischke and Rev.
Hospital there. He was a Jim Stubbs at J.H. Churmember of Church of chill Funeral Chapel, 2
Christ.
p.m. Monday. Burial will
follow
at Memorial
Survivors include three
Gardens.
Visitors may
daughters, Juanita
call at the chapel after 3
David, Louisville, Barp.m. Sunday.
bara Tellier, Phoenix,
Henry was born June
Mobly,
Nancy
and
Ariz.,
13,
1902, in Evansville,
Cincinnati; four sons,
Ind., the son of Hugh
McReynolds,
William P.
Marvin Henry and
Mayfield, and Jimmy, Lunette McNaughton
Tommy
Dan and
Henry, both deceased.
McReynolds, Cincinnati.
He served in the U.S.
Corps for 31
Marine
survive
sisters
Three
who are Yvonne Wilson, years. including tours of
Faye Orr and Linda duty in the Pacific
Smith, all of Murray. Theater during World
Five surviving brothers War II, in the Mediterraare Hafford McReynolds, nean Sea with the United
Boyd Crossing, Tenn., Nations and in Korea durElwood McReynolds, ing that conflict. Henry
Henderson, Charles retired from the corps
McReynolds, Union City, Feb. 1951 and worked 10
Tenn., Harold years for Pittsburgh
McReynolds, Murray, Metallurgical Co.,
and Joe Pat McReynolds, Calvert City.
Henry was a member
Mayfield.
of the First United
Also surviving are 19 Methodist Church, Murgrandchildren and five ray, and served on its adgreat-grandchildren.
ministrative board.

More than 1,000
students from 26 West
Kentucky high school and
vocational school
chapters of the Future
Business Leaders of
America (FBLA) are expected to participate in
the Region I FBLA
Leadership Conference at
Murray State University
on Tuesday, March 30.
Registration will begin
at 9:15 a.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. New officers
will be nominated in a
general assembly to
begin at 10:15 a.m. and
elected and installed as
part of the awards program at 5:30 p.m.
Other events during the
day will include a talent
show and individual and
chapter contests in
varied subject areas.
Individual contests include Mr. FBLA, Miss
FBLA, business communications, job description manual, job interview, extemporaneous
speaking, public speaking, business law,
economics, office procedures,accounting I and
II, data processing, clerk
typist I and II,
stenographer I and II,
business math I and II,
introduction to business
and penmanship.
First, second and third
place contest winners will
be eligible to advance to
competition in the State
FBLA Leadership Conference in Louisville
April 22-24.
Schools in Region I
FBLA are Ballard
Memorial, Caldwell
County, Calloway County, Carlisle County,
Christian County, Crit-

Ilammeri backers still fight
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Backers of a bill
to jail drunken drivers on
their first offense say
they will not give up
despite the failui e of a
last-ditch effort to
dislodge the measure
from a committee.
With the General
Assembly in its final
days, the so-called
''slammer" bill appeared
dead Friday after the
House fell 20 votes short
of removing the measure
from its Judiciary Criminal Committee.
Rep. Ramsey H. Morris, D-Hopkinsville, a
member of the committee, said he amended the
bill for a possible attempt
to revive it Monday, but
House Majority Leader
Jim LeMaster, D-Paris,
said, "I don't expect that
to happen."
The bill, supported by
Gov. John Y. ,Brown Jr.
and groups such as
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, passed easily in
the Senate.
Lois Windhorst, president of MADD's
Louisville chapter, said
she was "disgusted" at
the message she said the
House had sent drunken
drivers.
"What they're saying
is, `It's all right, go ahead
and do what you've been
doing," Mrs. Windhorst
said.
The bill was not
brought up for consideration after it went to the
House committee March
18, though some committee members tried to bring it to a vote.

Chairman Aubrey
Williams, D-Louisville,
said there was too little
time for consideration of
what he called a -serious
bill."
Williams said the mandatory jail requirement
would interfere with the
discretion of courts,
would clog courts and
jails and would lead to
corruption as the wealthy
and powerful sought to
avoid the jail terms.
House Speaker Bobby
H. Richardson, D Glasgow, said he supported Williams because,
"He is within the rules."
Richardson said he,
too, opposed the bill,
believing the stiffer
sentence would make
juries reluctant to convict
drunken drivers and
would lead judges and
prosecutors to amend
their charges to lesser offenses.
-- Mrs. Windhorst said,"I
can't believe that three
people, or two people, or
one person has the power
to stop what is a good
piece of legislation."
She said MADD, which
has chapters in Jefferson,
Fayette, Kenton, Marion
and Nelson counties,
would organize in other
counties.
"When we come back
in two years, it's going to
be the state of Kentucky
pushing for this bill," she
said. "We've been getting
calls from all over the
state asking help in
organizing their
chapters. It's something
that's not going to die."

Movies, Tv programs receive hOfirs

FBLA seminar slated

The vote Friday was on
a discharge petition circulated by Reps. Dolly
McNutt, D-Paducah, a
member of Williams'
committee, and Mary
Ann Tobin, D-Irvington,
not a committee
member.
The vote in favor was
31-0, including six of the
17 committee members,
but it takes the votes of at
least 51 of the 100 House
members for a discharge
petition to succeed.
Williams told the House
that approving the petition would threaten the
legislature's rules and
committee system.
"The issue we are
about to vote on has
nothing to do with the
merits or demerits of the
( bill)," he said. -If
everybody has a right to
have a measure heard on
the floor of the House,
then we have no need of
the committee system."
Mrs. Windhorst said
that was "just another
excuse."
"I think it's outrageous
that this can happen,"
she said. "I am learning
fast about politics."
Morris said the amendment he filed Friday
"took the sting out a little
bit" by removing a mandatory two-day jail
sentence for firstoffenders and mandatory
license revocation for
persons caught driving
with suspended licenses.
But he said any chance
of passing the amended
version would be up to the
House leadership.

tenden County, Farmington, Fulton City,
Fulton County Vocational, Graham, Heath,
Hickman County,
Hopkinsville, Livingston
Central, Lone Oak,
Madisonville-North
Hopkins, Marshall County, Mayfield-Graves
County Vocational,
Muhlenberg County
Vocational, Murray,
Reidland, South Hopkins,
Symsonia, Trigg County,
Webster County and West
Hopkins.
Region I vice president
Debbie Oakley of Marshall County High School
will preside at the conference. Other Region I
officers are: Diana
Willis, South Hopkins
High School, secretary;
Kathy Spees, Lone Oak
High School, treasurer;
Steven Duggan, Carlisle
County High School,
reporter; and Karen
Simons, Marshall County
High School, parliamentarian.

HOLLYWOOD I AP) —
*Top honors in the 34th annual Writers Guild of
America awards went to
the acclaimed movies
"Arthur" and "Reds"
and to the popular TV
series "Hill Street
Blues."
The WGA awards were
presented in
simultaneous ceremonies
Friday night in Los
Angelesand New York.
Steve Gordon won the
honor for best comedy
written directly for the
screen for "Arthur,"
starring Dudley Moore as
an inebriated scion to
New York family's fortune.
Warren Beatty and
Trevor Griffiths shared
the WGA's original
drama award for
"Reds," about American
writer John Reed's
chronicling of the Russian Revolution.
Both "Arthur" and
"Reds" have been
nominated for Oscars for
best original screenplay.

Winners of those awards
are to be named Monday
night.
For best comedy based
on material from another
medium, top honors went
to Gerald Ayres for "Rich
and Famous," which
starred Jacqueline
Bissett and Candice
Bergen.
Ernest Thompson's
screenplay adaptation of
his own play, "On Golden
Pond" was named as best
drama based on material
from another medium.
The movie, starring
Henry Fonda and
Katharine Hepburn, also
is nominated for an
Academy Award for best
adapted screenplay.
Michael Kozoll and
Steve Bocho, co-creators
of the hit TV police story
"Hill Street Blues," won
best dramatic TV episode
for their pilot of the
series. Nat Mauldin's
"Stormy Weather" on
"Barney Miller" won
best comedy episode.
Suzanne Clauser

Brown may pusWfor another truck bill change
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. may push for
another change in a
truck-tax bill that appears to be the only remaining way to boost the
F
sta
unted'
.s dwindling Road

to the Senate floor after
Chairman Michael R.
Moloney, D-Lexington,
said it was the only bill
left with a chance of

passage that could increase Road Fund
revenues.
But the committee requested that it be return-

753-2617
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641 S.
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753-5570

6-Rib Polyester
POWER STREAK 78

The weight-distance
plan was scrapped in the
House.
to the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
The committee sent it

600-12

Wow „a

111M11.111Di W1,111

ercome, 0,04„.
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ingeborg King
Asst
_ 492 8348

ummakiium
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• Fuel-saving radial ply construction
• For all season year round service
• Tough steel belts for long tire life
• For cars with front or rear wheel
drive

$ C 50

Size 878-13
Whitewall
Phis 1.53 F.E.T.
• Road-hugging tread
• Smooth-riding polyester cord
body
• Goodyears best-selling bias
ply tire

SALE

Keeps its feet
PRICED!, even in the rain

v.

Size 5
Pl5S80R12
BlackweN Phis 1.39 F.E.T.

COMPUTERIZED
WHEEL BALANCING

a

-14 isTramourTa
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Plus FET.
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GREAT VALUE!

Kathryn Outland 753.3079
Hostess
Mor y
Horn ilton
Asst

SALE PRICED!

'482°

New address?
WELCOME WAGONg
can help you
feel at home.
Greeting new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON - ''Arnerica's Neighborhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from communityminded businesses. I'll also present invitations you can redeem for more gifts_ And
it's all free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to help you get settled and feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrange. Just call me.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

•
Murray's newest Goodyear
Dealer! loin the celebration,
Sale Prices now through April 1, 1982

TIEMPO

HOME"

ticular criticism was an
increase of about 85 in
registration fees for more
than 500,000 pickup
trucks and vans.

ed for amendments, and
the panel is scheduled to
meet again Saturday and
Monday.
Coming in for par-

RUDOLPH
TIRES AND ALIGNMENT

Brown has said the
legislation, House Bill
810, is a "hodge podge" of
taxes as it now stands and
has threatened to veto it,
•
even if some road pro- IP
jects would be sacrificed. .••••••
But he proposed an idea
Friday to save at least
part of his original plan to
tax trucks by their weight
and the distance they
travel on Kentucky
ro,ads, a legislative
leader said.
"The weight-distance
tax, which was far-I'"
.
reaching in its original .
form, is a dead issue," . -.
said Senate President
Pro Tern Joe Prather, DVine Grove.
But he said, "A new
idea is being discussed
which would include only
trucks of 60,000 pounds
and above."
Prather said Brown
"has put it forth — as an
idea to discuss — to the
House speaker and I and
both majority floor
leaders," Prather said.
He said he did not know
if a Senate committee
working on House Bill 810
would incorporate the
idea, stressing that it was
Plus FET.
only in the discussion
IN trate
stage.
P16575R13
AWN
"No final decision has
Mos 1.62
been made as to whether
• All season tread design for
P11575114
traction in mud and snow; plus
that may become part of
P1,S75114
quiet highway ride
the final package," he
P20575114 67.00
2.20
• Gas-saving radial construction
2 II
P22575115 73.00
said.
Over 10,000 gripping edges
79.00
2357511
He said that decision
for traction
•
probably would come
Monday.
Brown blamed
trucking -industry
pressure for the demise of
Even its footprint tells you
his proposal, which he
its different
said would increase
revenue from heavy
trucks that do the most
road damage and from
ARRIVA RADIAL
out-of-state trucks on
Kentucky highways,

1:30

Midas Van
Conversion
Rock Bottom Price!

la

Joel Oliansky for
"Masada," Episode
Four, from Ernest K.
Gann's novel, "The Antagonists."
Other winners:
—W.W. Lewis, "Sunshine's on the Way,"
children's show writing.
— Claire Labine, Paul
Avila Mayer, Mary Ryan
Munisteri and Jeffrey
Lane, "Ryan's Hope,"
daytime serial.
—Judy Crichton and
Leslie Cockburn, "The
Nuclear Battlefield,"
current events TV
documentary.
—Stephen Fleischman
and Andrew Schlesinger,
"The Gene Merchants,"
feature TV documentary.
— John Mosedale,
Charles West, Sander
Polster and Paul Enger,
"CBS Evening News 12-980," TV news.
—Frank Kalecki, Norman Morris and Peter
Freundlich, "Exploring
America 1980: At the
Table," radio documentary.

shared honors for her
teleplay of "The Pride of
Jesse Hallam" with Arnold and Lois Peyser for
their teleplay, "The
Violation of Sarah
McDavid" for best
original TV drama.
Richard Friedenberg
won for best adapted TV
drama for his "Bitter
Harvest," based on a
book by Frederic and
Sandra Halbert.
Steve Martin's spoof of
television commercials,
"All Commercials," won
in the best variety,
musical or comedy area,
with awards to writers
Martin, Neal Israel, Jeffrey Barron, Earl Brown,
Carmen Finestra, Denny
Johnston,Sean Kelly, Pat
McCormick, Michael
McManus, Pat Proft and
Mason Williams.
Two winners scored in
the multi-part long-form
series category: John
Sacret Young for his "A
Rumor of War," Part II,
based on Philip Caputo's
Vietnam War book, and

$575114

.0

SALE
PRICE
2.04

CUSTOM
POLYSTEEL RADIAL
Plus FET.
Ns trail

$3800

Size
P17570R13
Whitewall Phis 1.73
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am SALE ENDS

• Wet-weather dependability,
shoulder-to-shoulder traction
• The strength and stability of steel
cord belts
• Ride-smoothing polyester cord
body

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

APRIL 7

LURE 8, OIL
CHANGE 8, FILTER

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

PER WHEEL
I,',
4.4

Reduced
vibration
Balanced wheels
smooth your ride,
help promote long,
even treadwear

1

Free wheel drat
and Chensttes extra
• Inspect all four tees • Set
Caster ember and toe-in to proParts and abitanal
per alignment • Inspect unpinservices extra il neededsum and steeling systems •
10111
U S cars sone imports

.114p.

Includes up to five
quarts major brand
oil
Oil Fitter extra it needed

• Chassis lubrication and oil change

• Includes light trucks
•Please call for appointment

Just Say•tCharge It'...Low Monthly Payments

RUDOLPH TIRES
AND ALIGNMENT
721 No. 12th St. 753-0595 Murray

•
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,
BEST

COPY AVAILABLE
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